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Building Spice Boxes



GRIZZLY IS NUMBER ONE!



If you have ever wondered, l ike a lot of our competitors, why we have established ourselves as the largest mail-order wood-working machinery dealers in the U.S.A., then consider this: Honest, across-the-board dealings. High quality merchandise at the lowest possible prices. Tested, quality motors and switches on all machinery. Constant monitoring of quality, both overseas and local ly. Huge stock of merchandise at our large warehouses. Same day shi pping on of the orders. Large quantities imported directly from the factories and sold directly to the end users. Large inventory of parts w ith qualified service personnel at both locations And last, but not least, courteous operators who always treat you with the respect you deserve, making shopping at Grizzly a pleasure! If you have bought from us before, you wil l recognize the above points, but if you haven't tried us, then we're a l l losing out. Our past customers make our best references!



•••• ••• ••
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WE HAVE THE HOTTEST MACHINES AT THE LOWEST PRICES: 1 5" Planer



20" Planer



1 0" Tablesaw



1 6" Bandsaw



Model G1021 SPECIAL PRICE $695.00



Model G1033 Regularly $1295.00 SPECIAL $ 1 1 75.00



Model G1022 Regularly $365 SPECIAL $325.00



Model G1538 ONLY $495.00



6" Join ter



, Model G1182 Regularly $335.00 SPECIAL $31 0.00



8" Jointer



3-HP Shaper



M G1018 Regularly $665.00 SPECIAL $625.00



Model G1026 ONLY $850.00



t



(All above prices are F.O.B. Williamsport, PA or Bellingham, WA)



EXPECT EXCELLENCE! Our full color catalog (also the best in the industry) is FREE - call us.



West of the Mississippi contact:



East of the Mississippi contact:



P.O. Box 2069 Bellingham, WA 98227



2406 Reach Road Williamsport, PA 1 7701



(206) 647-0801



(71 7) 326-3806
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Letters Methods of Work Questions & Answers Follow-up Events Books Notes and Comment



Drill- press cabinet; blast gates; production chamfering



14



Loose plane horn; gluing teak; eliminating saw buzz



18



Eccentric turning; mesquite; home-cooked spline weights



114 Barred-glass doors can create a nightmare of angled ribs and mortises_ Mac Campbell explains how to



48.



simplify this joinery on p.



Cover: Spice boxes,



118 120



Deltagram magazine; Olympic effort; Incra jig



once used by colonists to store condiments and valua bles, make a good project for contempormy wood workers. Tun1 to p.



76



Cover photo: Lance Patterson



ARTICLES



42 M"n"ging Editor



Designing Wall Systems by Jay McDougall Creating harmony among the electronic gismos



Dick Burrows



Art Director



48



Roland Wolf



Barred-Glass Doors by Mac Campbell Epoxied miters instead of tiny tenons



Associ"te Editors Jim Cummins



Assist"nt Editors Sandor Nagyszalanczy, Jim Boesel, Alan Platt



Copy Editor Cathy McFann



Assist"nt Art Director
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Cordless Drills in the Workshop by Mark R. White



57



A survey of



62



Rubbing Out a Finish by M ichael Dresdner



11



battery-powered tools



Cabriole Knees by Mack Headley The tools' help design the carving



Kathleen Creston



Editori"' Secret"ry Mary Ann Colbert



Fine abrasives, soap and elbow grease



Contributing Editors Tage Frid, R. Bruce Hoadley, Michael S. Podmaniczky, Graham Blackburn Christian Becksvoort, Michael Dresdner



Consulting Editors



65



Installing Butt Hinges b y Christian Brisepierre



66



Fireplace Bellows by Glenn Elvig Wood and leather conjure up a breeze



George Frank, Richard E. Preiss, Norman Vandal



Methods of Work Jim Richey



Indexer Harriet Hodges



Fine Woodworking is a reader-written magazine. We wel come proposals, manuscripts, photographs and ideas from



to



our readers, amateur or professional. We'll acknowledge all submissions and return within six weeks those we can't publish. Send your contributions



35 ,



Newtown, Conn.



06470.
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Eye Safety by Dr. Paul



72 74



How to treat and prevent eye injuries



Fine Woodworking, Box
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Title to the copyrights in the contributions appearing in tographers and artists, unless otherwise indicated. They have
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1Subs1Ccription rales:



06470.



Telephone (203) 426·8171. Second-class postage paid at Newtown, CT 06470. and additional mailing offices. Copyright 1988 b)'



Buying eye protection by John Decker Catalpa by Jon Arno Not just a shade tree, but timber



Spice Boxes by Alex Krutsky Cross-Grain Constructions by Jim Cummins Four clever ways around problems



(ISSN 0361-3453) is published bimo1l1hly,jammry. March, May.



July. September and November, by The Taunton Pr{-ss. Inc.. Ne\Vtown.



Yinger



Hidden compartments for special seasonings



Fine Woodworking magazine remains in the authors, pho granted publication rights to



F.
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Production Drawermaking by Claude E. Graham I I I Multi-router setup makes quick work of joinery



Taunton Press. Inc. No f(·produc·



tion without permission of 111(" Taunton Press, Inc. Fine Woodworking® is a regis



IWO



tcred trademark of The Taunton Press, Inc.



Unitcd Stal('s and



posseSSions, 522 for one year. 540 for two ),e:lr5: Canada and other countries, 526 for one ),ear, 548 for



86



outside U.S. and possessions, 55.50. Send to Subscription Dept., The Taunton Pr(·5s.



PO



PO Box 355, Newtown, CT 06470. Addrcss all corr('spondence to the :Ippropriatl'



DB



department (Subscription. Editorial, or Advertising), The Taumon Press. 63 South 1\-fain Strect,



90



Box 355, Newtown, CT 06470. U.S. nl'wsstand distribution by East·



ern News Distributors, Inc., 1130 Clevd:lIld Road. Sandusky.



Postmaster:



Turning Large Vessels by James R . Johnson Coping with weight and wood movement



years (in U.S. dollars, please). Single cop)'. 54.50. Single- copil's



44870.



Send address changes to The Taunton Press, Inc., PO Box



Southwestern Furniture by Gary A. Zeff Works by eight contemporary makers



35 ,



Newtown, CT



06470.
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Letters



FWWx



Misconceptions on e otics - Overall, the articles on tropi cal deforestation in # 70 present a reasonable picture of the logging of tropical timbers, although several misconcep tions about tropical woods were not discussed. The terms ex otic woods and tropical woods seem to be used synonymously by most people. The fact is that the majority of tropical timbers are' not particularly exotic in appearance. Of the thousands of tropical timber species, only a handful are used by woodworkers in North America and Europe. The perception that vast forests of incredibly beautiful woods are being burned or turned into pulp i s m isleading. The overwhelming nu mber of tropical w harvested would not be of interest to most woodworkers. I also would take exception to several points made by George Putz in his "call for action." Buying up and stacking away rare exotics could only hasten their demise. If every reader of Fine Woodworking purchased 5 bd. ft. of Brazilian king wood, I suspect that the species would be gone forever, well before half the readers received their wood. I believe that some small impact can be made by woodworkers if they would use some "new" decorative exotics that have not been used in the past. Perhaps this would take some pressure off the depletion of the more traditional exotic timbers.



Chair



s by Robert Chambers - Due to an editing error, the wrong photograph was published in the write-up on W indsor chairmaker Robert Chambers of Corinth, Vt., in # 7 l . The chairs attributed to Chambers were actually made by Dave Sawyer, who was also part of the article. Sawyer, who graciously informed us of the error, said he hoped we'd find a way to show Chambers' chairs, because "he's made some beauties." We apolo gize for the error and now present Chambers and his chairs.



FWW



- The editorial staff



oods



-James J Heusinger, Berea, Ohio



Let's give everyone a break-I drool over each issue of



FWW



and especially enjoy the readers' input. Without that, it would be lacking a certain flair. But, I've come to one realiza tion while reading the numerous letters: Simply, woodworkers are egotistical, pompous snobs. It seems someone is constantly criticizing someone else's work, as if they invented the trade. Constructive criticism is understandable, but these people are butchers. Come on guys, let's give one another a break, or at least the benefit of the doubt. No one woodworker knows it all. - Gary Windish, Marion,



S.



Dak.



Live center/dead center- I share Richard Raffan's displeasure at seeing traditional vocabulary debased through modern mis use. The "live center" example he cited #70, p. 1 04 ) is an apt one, but not, however, as he perceived it. "Live center" truly is the correct designation for the driving center on a lathe, and has been at least as far back as the 1 9th century. I t is only recently that a new generation of wood turners, needing some way to distinguish between fixed and ball-bearing dead centers, has begun misapplying the traditional term.



(FWW



E.



-Ronald



A



Kent, Honolulu, Hawaii



vote for myrtle wood-I missed your request for "Back yard Exotics" #69 ), but here is my favorite: myrtle wood. Myrtle wood only grows on the southern Oregon coast and in the Holy Land, so it's fairly rare. The most common colors of the wood are beige and gray, with black stripes or flecks, but a lot of the wood has red, yellow, blue and most other colors of the rainbow in lighter shades. Myrtle is fre quently used for bowls, clocks and chests.



(FWW



-Donald Fulton, Roseburg, Oreg.



as



business - I would have spent my entire subscription over the past few years for the article on making multiples i n #70. Tony Lydgate has put a business together that many are striving for. It wasn't just an article he wrote, i t was a n act o f generoSity. His language is clear, sincere and de tailed i n such a way that he shows his personal organization, his persistence and the humanitarian way he treats his employees. The i nformation he gives us is so potent, because getting peo ple to share their success secrets is very difficult in the midst of our inflation-ridden capitalistic society. Lydgate's i nformation is inspirational, his work looks well done, and I especially like his one sentence that starts out "Above all," where he mentions how talented people are plagued by their ideological visions. Some readers may object to business articles, but they are probably the same people who are opposed to 32mm eqUipment Woodworking
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Model DMM A-35
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Heavy FabrlCalion Rlps 4' Panels 1 I



&



Newl Depth Indicator



•·1.7oo.98lJs".



1 6" JOINTE R Model Shp Table 4 Kn fe Cutter Head i



Also



AP10 10' Planer Dust Chule $399 DCl Dust Chute For AP-l0 25 39 EB-l Extra Blades For AP-l0 DG-l Depth Gauge For AP-l0 69



available '



2" @



$2500 or$17l1mo



.•



16" $2980 or $78/mo



.•



Alsoavai/able



20" @



$3685 or S97/mo. "



WE ALSO CARRY A FUU LINE OF EOGEBANOERS, MOULDERS, GANG RIP SAWS, DUST COUEC1URS, WIDE BElJ SANDERS, PNEUMATIC CUT-OFF SAWS, OVERHEAD ROUTERS, BORING MACHINES AND MUCH MUCH MORE.



SHOWRO.MO . LEASIMACHNGINERY ON IIISPI.AY FOIl DEMONSTRATI1ON IYNEAOURGtJARANTH



ALL



$99-03bit8, 9 112" NEW�t99-00, BI$88DooT.-2$SI059 SALRNEECUT$89-OFFCROSSSALCUTE BLADES $548559 U13MOO9 73M073M008 7 Finger-joint 7 r pull carbide carbide 1/2" shank. shank. Reg. Reg. $145.95 $59 LU L LU LU



a"X48T ATB 9"X54T ATB 1 0 10"XBOT ATB 1 2 12" xm ATB



LU LU L LU



a"X48T TCG 9"X54T TCG 10 10"X80T 82M0 12 12"xm TCG



PRECISION PI.YWOOO BLADES5' 82M008 82M009 UB2M0COIIfIINATION BLADES 5t29 84M008 5331 U84M009 U84MO U84M072M008RIPPING BLADES 8943 eHITACHI 31 85 SUPER FINE CUT -OF F BLADES TfFLON COATED Nt75 85M008 U85M008 U85M0 UB5M0 8eYet 1499 $169 ** �DS3l6CARBIDE Saw BladeDADO SETS $It17 ** v. , V2" DS308 l ot All80 0 ustable 4899 ** JSl oo 1 Elli of 2t WOOOWORIU N G TOOlS * V2 " _er BitBitSetSet $5915719 BUCK&IIECKBI Rout CALL FOR Bit Set 22t171 DISCCOUNT Bit PRI ES ON SENCO STAPLENAIGUNS.L OR $395 D6{)5()FBoth,.. DoorAllowShaper'*IrIngBitComeSetBooIcWIthSet 32t$59 LU L L L
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Only our Jig Saws allow blades to reach "Old Age." EXCLUSIVE PLUNGER-BLADE



llllI



a"X4OT COMB. 9"X4OT COMB. l l 10"X5OT COMB. 12 12"XBOT COMB.



LM a"X24T FLAT TOP LM72M010 10"X24T FLAT TOP LM72M012 12"x:m FLAT TOP



TR1 2 3 HP Plunge Router with $60.00 Accessory Package.



LU L L L L L



Straight guide Micro guide holder Roller guide % and collets Template guide Template guide adapter carbide straight bit



BY



#3338 2114 H.P. electronic variable speed plunge router.



a"X84T ATB 9"xm ATB 1 0 10"X96T ATB 1 2 12"X8OT ATB 1 4 14"Xl08T ATB 1 S lS"X108T ATB ATB - Alt ernat e Top TCG - Triple Chip Grind 1 S1abilizer
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6" Dado a" Dado a" Adj Dado Joining Machine ()'1()'20 Biaquits box 1000



FB-l07 7pc F FB-loo 16pc F 9().loo 15pc



94-100 5pc Cabinet 95-100 Spc Cabinet WlPerfecta



50pc Drill EC-900 5pc
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Grinder



1 4" TABLE SAW



BOSCH 1 581 VSK Top handle jig saw kit with metal $ 1 59 case 1 582VSK Barrel grip jig saw kit with metal $ 1 49 case



l!J1p3ph 4 Kmfe Cuner Head



w/Sliding Table



INTRODUCTORY OFFER $59.95 555 Bisquit joiner with case $1 59



•• BPoNeruiltinLiKftnife •t" :vaSect"al�nl ar.edJ�r.ed ... •• .• .•2Speed •• 140 bs&8'



Model DFDA-4 '



Set



I



Cabinet



li ve 4" 500



100



AEG blades inside the BSPE Jig Saw's plunger_ Pull it out as needed for fresh cutting teeth or utilize the full depth to cut pipe and extrusions. That's performance . . . designed and built with AEG technology_



Here's more innovative technology from AEG:



Our STPE Jig Saw is one of the newest additions to the line of AEG power tools. It features thumbwheel feedback s con trol and an adjustable orbital ac tion which lets you cut thru lumber up to twice as fast. AEG features built into the HBSE 75S Belt Sander are earning the highest reviews from industry experts. Features such as elec tronic belt s control, die cast bench use supports and an exciu-



peed



peed



sive Brush Frame for flawless surface sanding. AEG-It only takes three letters to convey high technology and quality. Check your yellow pages under Tools-Electric for the dis tributor nearest you.



AEG



AEG Power Tool Corporation New London, CT or (203)



1-8020- 43-0870 06320 447-4600



Small Shop



Finishing



wioodth Frank



W



Video



Finishing Klausz



Learn finishing directly from a skilled professional - in your own home, at your own pace. Here, K1ausz shows how to use a smoothing plane, a scraper, and sandpaper to prepare a surface for finishing; how to choose between oil, alcohol, and water stains; and how to apply tung oil or spar varnish for maximum penetration and then carefully build coats for a quiet yet durable finish. You'll also learn how to spray lacquer with professional results and French polish your work to an exquisitely glossy finish. 1 1 0 minutes, $39.95



FUIe Woodwo Hand Tools



How can you control the shine of varnish on wood or achieve the glossy black finish of a fine piano? What's the best finish for a salad bowl? When should you stain? When do you need to use a filler, and how? In this collection of 34 articles reprinted from Fine Woodworking magazine, finishing perts explain their formulas and methods, and reveal the secrets of their craft. You'll learn about 18th-century varnish resins, milk paint, gilding, smoke finishing, and more. Plus, in selections from the magazine's Questions Answers column, the experts answer woodworker's questions about every aspect of finishing wood. Softcover, 1 12 pages,



Straight-from-the-shop information about chOOSing, using, and making hand tools. Thirty-eight articles from Fine Woodworking magazine offer advice about saws, edge tools, marking and measuring devices, and more. Softcover, 1 12 pages,



&



83 photos, .$7.95



#48



1 74 pho



Small Shop Tips and Techniques



Video



OS drawings, .$7.95



hiserking



FUIe Woodwo Planes and C



with Jim #625 (VHS), #626



Cummins



Learn how to use common tools and machines to achieve uncommon results. A booklet includes notes and sources of supply. 60 minutes,



on



ls



Twenty-nine Fine Woodworking articles tell you what you want to know about the most important tools in your shop. Expert craftsmen explain how they choose, sharpen, and use almost every kind of plane and chisel. Softcover, 96 s,



.$29. 95 (Rental: .$14. 95) (Beta)



page



149 photosl1 18 drawings, .$7.95



#34



Furniture witb Bob Flexner Repairing 1987. Video Cboice



The accolades continue. First,



won the



American Video Conference award for the



(Rental: .$14. 95)



best craft video in



(Beta)



Now,



magazine has awarded it five stars in the



"By the end of tlle video. you have a good understtl1ldiJlg of not only what to do, but why. ..



September issue.



In this tape, expert furniture restorer Bob Flexner demonstrates a vast repertoire of straightforward techniques you can use to repair furniture. Among the things you'll learn: why wood joints fatigue, how to clamp problem pieces like round tabletops, disassemble pieces safely, choose the proper glue, mend broken parts, match missing moldings, and reglue or replace damaged veneer. Best of all, you'll learn to repair furniture without sacrificing its character or introdUCing new problems. And you won't need an elaborate workshop or extensive experience to perform your repair work. With Flexner's easy-to-follow instructions and the information in the accompanying booklet, those wobbly chairs and banged-up bureaus are as good as fixed. 70 minutes,



Adventures in W Finishing by George Frarlli



ood



128 pages, .$10.95



#51 toS/l



AWARD-WINNING VIDEO



#603 (VHS), #604 -VIDEO CHOICE MAGAZINE



A master wood finisher shares the secrets and stories of a lifetime in the trade. During the 1920's and 1930's, George Frank was one of Europe's most sought-after craftsmen, and he tackled an incredible range of finishing jobs for an equally incredibk array of customers. To meet these challenges, he developed a host of ingenious techniques, many of which are recounted here. Along with the colorful stories, you'll learn about everything from how old-timers brewed dyes from plant extracts and chemicals to the culmination of Frank's search for the perfect wax; from a mirror finish that shines to an "antique" finish that fools the experts. Hardcover,



rking on



FUIe WoodworkilIg on Finishing and Refinishing



Fine Woodworking



(Beta)



$29. 95 (Rental: $14. 95) #61 9 (VHS), #620



#14



To order from The Tau nton Press, use the attached insert or



call 1-800-243-72S2. September/October 1988
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NEW VIDEO



ReltfFurnlIIl Ikn)if,siFlcxthinunererg



Give your furniture the finish it deserves.



Now Available



60#62mi3 n(VHuteS)s, $29.#62945(Beta) As a woodworker, you know how important it is to give each piece of furniture just the right finish. But with so many finishing products to choose from, it's difficult deciding how to get the result you're after. That's where expert Bob Flexner comes in. In this new video, he not only helps you understand which finish is right for you, he shows you how to control the color, texture, and sheen of a finish so you can achieve predictable results-time after time. You'll gain an in� depth understanding of the entire refinishing process, so you'll be able to beautify your furniture, add years to its life, and enhance its value.



Refin i s hin g Furni t u re will • •• nfini •• Refinishing Furniture



show you:



when a finish needs to be replaced and how to revive a finish that doesn't how to strip a finish without sanding how to use pigment and dye stains, bleaches, fillers, and glazes for an i te variety of decorative effects the role of wax in the refinishing process tricks for spot-repairing damages such as scrapes and white rings.



includes a booklet that reviews techniques and offers technical comparisons of various finishes. It also covers safety concerns, sources of supply, and references for further reading. Whether you're experienced at refinishing or just getting started, this tape gives you all the in-depth information you need to achieve the look you want.



Order your tape today.



"Bob FIexner showsrepair US cbaDengingCR'IlIave. .-: process of furniture can be . . this 8eIIat1l1lO. e jI0dli!U easy to watch and well-POPULAR worth 0W1l11nd. WO!Ollt1tORltttJ just how



and



is a



a kind); it's



To order from The Tau nton Press, use the attached insert or
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Fine Woodworking



call 1-800-243-7252.



CLOSE UP Explore the strengths and traditions of the world's greatest workbenches. Scott Landis calls on the insights and discoveries of



�--



skilled craftsmen the world over . as he examines benches for every kind of woodworking and every kind of shop-from a traditional Shaker bench to the mass produced Workmate®. You'll read about workbenches for cabinetmakers, boatbuilders, carvers, and country chairmakers-from Japan, Scandinavia, England, and rural America.



" .._---



The Workbench Book includes: • 19 pages of measured



•



drawings and full plans for 4 benches. More than 100 illustrations and 182 color photographs.



• Detailed coverage of over 70 benches of all levels of complexity. • Two chapters on vises.



"A ful care



full



first-class book of observations, scholarship, aIJd honest speculation. " - Charles Hummel, Deputy Director for Collections, Winterthur Museum aIJd Gardens



F.



185#61 256 $24.92785



Hardcol'er, pa� es, illustrations,



photos,



New Tilesetting Series



Tiling Fbofs



_MIchael Byrne Setting Ce



rami



c Tile



by Michael B yrn e



Video



Tiling Walls



Tiling Countertops



with



Michael B yrn e



with



Video Tilin with



g Floors



Michael B yrn e



At last, a clear, comprehensive book on tilesetting. Master tilesetter Michael Byrne begins with the basics: the varieties of tile available, the tools, setting methods, surface preparation, and layout techniques. He then guides you step-by-step through a series of actual home installations · - floors, walls, and countertops. For each type of project, he demonstrates both the popular thinset method and the traditional thick mortar-bed technique. He also provides information on repairs, problem installations, and sources of supply.



Watch profeSSional tilesetter Michael Byrne demonstrate his craft. In this tape, Byrne shows you how to use traditional techniques and modem materials to tile attractive, easy-to-c1ean countertops. You'll learn how to prepare and work with backer-board and mortar-bed substrates, lay tile around a sink, and detail your countertop for a clean, criSp look. A great introduction to tiling. 60 minutes,



Once you learn what Byrne has to show you, you'll be able to tile any wall in your house. Byrne covers all of the techniques you need, from laying out to grouting. Working on a bathroom job site, he shows you how to handle out-of-plumb walls; maneuver around bathtubs, plumbing, and windows; cut tilf' using biters and a snapcutter; and see the creative possibilities in awkward situations. 75 minutes,



829. 95 (Rental: 814. 95)



829. 95 (Rental: 814. 95)



Softcover, color, 240 pages, 127 photos/1 13 drawings, 81 7.95



with $5 tapeboothat



Note: All tapes are keyed to Byrne's book with page references right on the screen.



Just write the discounted price ($24.95) on your order form.



#53



Save



on each Michael Byme's



you buy



k.



Michael B yrn e



From basic procedures to special techniques, Byrne shows you how to tile a floor that lasts. The focus is on a watertight bathroom floor and a sloping shower pan, but the techniques can be applied anywhere in your home. You'll learn how to prepare a surface for tiling, how a border can simplify a diagonal layout, how to mix and float mortar, and how expansion joints keep your floor from cracking.



60#631 (VIIS), #632 (Beta) Or three-tape set. #690price $74.#69195 (Beta)



minutes, 829.95 (Rental: 814. 95)



#629 (VIIS), #630 (Beta)



#627 (VIIS), #628 (Beta)



Video



save $15 when you buy



the Set



:



(VHS),



To order from The Taunton Press, use the attached insert or



call 1-800-243-7252. September/October 1988
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NEW BOOK AND VIDEO SET



Introducing... a foolproof system for making Eurostyle kitchen cabinets



No matter what the size of your shop or level of your expertise, you can now make kitchen cabinets that are better than the most expensive "designer" cabinets. Paul Levine's new book and video will show you how.



Makin � C h � '-'U Ofinsystemetsfor Athfoo/prOb h



Quality Cabinets These Eurostyle cabinets are designed to fit the needs and style



e ome Workshop



of any kitchen. Strong enough to take whatever abuse you and your family can dish out, they share features with some of



•• •••



PAUL LEVINE



today's highest-quality furniture: dovetailed drawers that slide silently out without dropping doors that close flush with the cabinet and swing completely open on hidden hinges hIlly adjustable shelves colorful laminated surfaces that are easy to clean warm wood trim that ages gracefully



Foolproof System Levine has worked out an i nnovative system that lets you make these cabinets simply and economically in your own home shop. Adapted from the 32mm-system in Germany, Levine's method doesn't call for any elaborate tools or special machines. All you need are a tablesaw, a router, and a few hand tools, plus some top-notch European hardware you can purchase locally or through the mail-order companies listed in the book. Best of all, Levine's system actually anticipates mistakes and allows you to compensate for them as you go. You'll be able to make quick work of the routine case construction and, if you're so inclined, devote your skills to design details.



Book and Video Set The book covers everything from planning your kitchen to installing the finished cabinets, offering detailed photographs and instructions every step of the way. There's even a list of sources of supply for tools and materials. The tape brings you right into Levine's small basement shop to see for yourself just how straightforward and forgiving his construction methods are. By watching him make one complete cabinet, you'll learn how to produce a whole kitchenful. Page references to the book are on the screen, so you can quickly refer back for detailed information. Together, the book and video offer a wonderfully complete way to learn Levine's system. What's more, the set price of just $39.95 is a small price to pay for so much practical information- especially when you consider the cost of a kitchen remodel these days.



Now Available SaveBook 16%andon Video Set: $39.95 the #100 (VHS) #101 (Beta)



1#6700 192 $17.9580 #633 (VHS),60#634 829.95 pages, The Book: illustrations, The Video:



minutes, (Beta)



Order your book/video set today.



To order from The Taunton Press, use the attached insert or
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color photos,



call 1-SOO-243-7252.
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•



Write for Free Catalog



o. Box LUMBER & TRADING pAMAZON



530156, Dept. FW, Miami Shores, FL 33153



-------------I



;I " TOOn" T()III'I�



I I I I I I I I I I



SIIO"TheT(�l'SI� How-to Show



for (he Woodwor"ing Enthusiast



M A K E P LA N S N OW ! Exhibit at the show New England Woodworkers are waiting for! Friday, Saturday, Sunday March 10, 1 1



&



12, 1989



Royal Plaza Trade Center Marlborough, MA Over



10



Hours of Continuous



Expert Demonstrations!



I I I I I I I I I I



------------For more information,



call us at (617) 484-0783



� 3Importd.



Qfuropean �arbbJare



SHAKER PEGS CANDLE CUPS MUG PEGS $1 7.95 per 1 00, prepaid. Wide selection of other wood products. Catalog $2.00 or free with order.



Benny's Woodworks



p.o.



Box 656, Dept. FW1 1 Antioch, T N 370 1 3 61 5-331 -8384 Out of State 1 -800-255- 1 335



. ,.



Shaker Peg



I



Mug Peg
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� you !



don't let our low prices



ULTRA8AND™oodw-



SANDSTAR™ It SAND STAR SANDSTAR &



Shop-tested drum sanders de signed by w orkers, with 8 models (plus exclu sive features and options) to fit your needs. Acquire versatility control with two drums - for simulta neous use of coarse and fine grits, with one hard drum for uncompromising precision and one felt padded drum for extra smoothness. A low price and low operating costs reward you with a fast return on



The new wide belt sanders that reward you forthlnklng In fresh ways about what a wide belt sander can do, what should look like, and how much It should cost. finishes: smooth, precise, blem Ish-free. features: sepa rate drive feed motors, electric eye tracking, pneumatic belt tensioning, drum or padded-platen sanding, and virtually dust-free operation, all built on a welded steel frame. All at an as tonishingly low price. Let us prove why you don't have to' pay more to get first



+



ULTRASAND



your Investment. performance pays you back with Improved productivity, higher quality products, and Increased customer satisfaction.



quality end results.



IWF BOOTH #3246 KUSTER MFG. ----FW KUSTER MFG. NJ MACHI N ERY & ---- TOOLS



Let us reveal how the benefits, features, price, and performance of a sander from can revolutionize your opera tion. Call or write today for a free informative catalog. Kuster Manufacturing, Inc. P.O. Box 34Skillman, 08558 Phone: 1-201-359-4680



P O W E R · P E R F O R MA N C E · P R I C E



original



20'



WOODWORKER I



8", 2" 2-5



I For the Radial Saw) This is my Woodworker blade - most desired by the American craftsman. Kerf 60 teeth. Alternate bevel with micro-finish grind. Carbide C4 hard and 4000 stronger. Perfect, polished cuts in every direction. The one blade that does it a l l - for as long as you'll cut wood or plastics. Designed for use primarily on your radial saw, thin kerf gives better pull-control and less bottom splinter on both CROSSCUT and RIPPING. Available in 9" and diameters. Recommended to use with dampener. See below.



%,10"",



WOODWORKER II



1 1 W' 2" �



\0"



IFor the Table Saw) My new ALL PURPOSE blade- primarily for your table-saw kerf. 30 to 40 teeth Isee below). Modified alternate-bevel with micro-finish grind. Exclusive Forrest 400 carbide. Designed for super-fast and super-smooth CROSSCUTIING and RIPPING in heavy, solid stock with a smooth-as-sanded surface. We rip Red Oak with HP at the shows leaving surface smoother than a ointer, then speed-miter and crosscut soft and hardwoods and PLY VENEERS with NO BOTIOM SPLINTERING. Generally recommend 40 teeth. However, if your ripping includes a lot of heavy to hardwoods, specify teeth. See dampener information. STOP CHANGING BLADES' Iwastes min utes) Just for thick woods, lower for thin woods and perfect cut everything'



jI
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AVOID WOODWORy.K"E-"R,"I II " I • cheap imports!



and



MULffiOOTH DADO SET cuts all



eliminate scratchy



saw



cuts for the rest of your life!!



flal bonom grooves WITH or CROSSGRAIN all woods and VENEER PLYS.



No spli ntering due to unique 4T and 8T fillers and 24T oUlside saws. NOTHING LIKE IT IN THE U.S.A.



Testimonial



b .•



i



.0 ''"



&



Dealer Inquiries Welcome.



m



erican saw maki ng



sh a rpen i ng .



FORREST MANUFACTU RING COMPANY, INC. 250 Delawanna Ave., Clifton, NJ 07014
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Radial Saw



WAS



NOW



WOODWORKER II



Table



5162 1 56



10'" 4()T 30T 40T 30T 8'" 40T JOT 7W' 30T 6� �0� 8" d 4T



5156 1 35' 1 46 125 136 115 112



581



OFF



boring



SHIPPING



Can be removed Instantly if need requ ires for deep cuts One against the outside leaves blade centered in slot of steel table insert. · 6" dampener on 1 0'· blade g ves 2" cutdepth. Use 5·' dampener if always in 112-2·' deep cuts. Re move or use for 3" cuts. For and 9" blades. figure dampener size a cord ng y.



WE RECOMMEND OUR FACTORY SHARPENING 2·3 DAYS ON THESE AND ALL MAKES OF NOW ORDER the one blade thai will outiasl you' (1 0·20 sharpenings po s bl SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL CASH REFUND



WOODWORKER I



10'" 60T 60T 8'" 60T



I ADO 52 4 " 8 " D a m p e n e r • Dampener • DampXener s i eI To order BY & 53 ....�.. �v.::x:sJ 1-800·5P2H6·ONE7852TOL FRE !



Holds blade rigid and true for better cuts on your machine. · Dampens out motor and elt vibrations from being transmitted up to the rim of th e teeth causing scratchy cuts Greatly reduces cutting noise. · Helps k l l saw scream-whistle from any vibrating blade surface. · Is hardened and preCision ground parallel and flat within to keep your blade true.



• i c il



SPECIAL LOW PRICE5O�SALEo 9'" ISO s 7�59 A�o�S 686373 �-f.�oe!.i1. 9'" 68589 53.50 4 H. •� 299



6"set Inquire for Larger Industrial Sizes



finally bought one and found all your outrageous claims to be true l "



DAMP E NER·STIFFENER One Side Aids A Smoother, Quieter Cut!!



40 years of fi ne A



I



Jim Forrest. PreSident a n d designer. mlrcoscapmg cuttmg edge.



6"



$23



5"



SHIP IN UPS



$22



$20



4"



10



SHIP.



40T 514.25, SOT 516.83



Add relUrn UPS We honor Amex, Visa MasterCard, Money Orders, Personal Checks and COD's.



or 2nd Day Air 55.



MAIL clip ad, circle ch oices a nd



enclose payment. Specify Dept. FW when ordering .



1h.aKitll.



3J8



freight prepaid



6012 HOW CIIess Clutch Drill $117.00 2708 W 8" Table Saw wlc blade 240.00



1 3/8 hp. Router



128.00



2



Blade Sharpener



178.00



A



16" Circular Saw 3 1/4 Planer



330.00



Var. spd. Jig Saw



150.00 139,00



5001 NBA



3x21 Belt Sander 4x24 Be� Sander 7 1/4" Circular Saw



130.00



3601 B



9820-5402 43029900 R3000V 3620 3 609390304550 1900 BW C B



9401



112.00



& . r '. • '"



,



167.00 136.00



J



Recpro Saw



3105



Offset Lam. Trim



134.00



OP 4100



112" Drill



108.00



410



Dust Collector



259,00



1 1/4 hp: Plunge Router



97.00



hp. Plunge Sq. Base



175.00



3612B 5011B 0W



Hypoid Circular Saw



149,00



Clless Clutch drill, V.S.



128.00



1 1/8" x 21" Beh Sander



132.00



BO



Dustless Pad Sander



48.00



'



'



10L"S1Mi00tr0e



• 3 h36p$1.12R85OBulRer



Batteries for Cordless 7.2 Volt $30.00 9.6 Volt $32.00



Orders only Cal l :



1-608-800-2573-33-09148282 2833 Perry St. Madison, WI 537 13



MasterCard and Visa Welcome



CAll USRMAnCFORWePRIMACHI Coferf POES'MNONRMAESllC POWE 10"$Model1,5tci::lIeWEiE3 26FOIl�.stprsence,shippngModelH'66poi'rt230c:x:>I'Iphll mfr.ph mfr. Misyou$s1resldent,3buy,79 FOIls addcasI'4lQll IXlax for epa elgh Dept BESE



Rf



w/ #f:iJ v. sgl



3



wi 3 H' sgl 6%



Before pr



id fr



us foil-free f prices:



(800) 821-2750. AS< for Tools In Miss. (800) 321-8107.



&.&.



BOSCH Model 1604 Router



$12275 P.P.D.



30% DISCOUNT OFF LIST PRICES ON BOSCH ROUTER BITS VISA



SHAPER CUTTERS - P.P.D. IN U.S.A MASTERCARDS ACCEPTED



Prepaid in u.sSPECIAl.on F+reud caPRICErbide ftpped cuttefS NET



S



43.00 43.50 40.50 41.75 47.00 81.00 4425 167.50 37,25 59.25 36.00 154.25



EC-OOI Door Lip Cuffer EC-044 Quart. Rd 1/4 1/2 EC-005 Roman Ogee EC-031 Rev. Glue Joint EC-032 Wedge Tongue EC-034 Lock Miter Set EC-24O Drawer Lock JS-I00 Jointer System LU-84 MOII-10"x blades LU-85 MOI0-10"x 80t blades LM-72 MOI0-10"x 24t blades Fa-l00 Forstner Bit Sets



501



for prices on other FREUD �ems 126 E, (601) 35410-327,56 39205



CoIl



Amite St" PO Box



The Delta Unifencel!J Saw Guide gives you accurac-;y versatility, and performance no other fence can match. Its exclusive dual English/metric scale makes set-ups to %4' (.5 mm) quick and easy. Its unique fence body slides back and forth across the cutting area and locks place. So you can easily make fast repetitive cut-offs, do precision ripping, or cut large panels. Fast, accurate cuts on ted stock up to 4' x 8' are easy, too. Lay the two-position fence body on its side and veneer surfaces can extend over its lip. Or raise it Ys " and the laminate underneath. The Unifence Saw Guide works with your Delta Unisa� or just about any other table saw. It even comes with a sturdy steel table frame and legs. (You can order our table board or make your own for it.) And last but not least, you get a Unifence for a really great price. No tool is a substitute for craftsmanship. But a Delta Unifence can provide the guidance to help you do your very best. Call toll-free for the name of your Delta Distributor. Delta International Machinery Corp. , 800/438-2486 PA, 800/438-2487) .



in



lamina



run



can



(in



Buileling On Tradition • •• C E LTA A Pentair Company



Jackson, MS
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tche atcheso lows the iecethe recessed overe cutwithso ewood10 stem holds ewood the the warm Designing Wall Syst ems ern erry 7



This ch -and-ros wall sy was designed by Larry D of Trinidad, Calif., tofit into a contemporary great room. The unit is ft. tall and ft. wide and stereo compo nents and art objects. The doors and drawers operate on touch



Io. s, no hardware is visible. Each doo r is c book-m d, %-in. shop-cut veneers; ros its grain fol each facet of p . A stalled in g klss compartments gives piece a



d is light in glow.



Creating harmony among the electronic gismos



by Jay McDougall
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Pho abo to



dah



ve: Patrick Cu



y Studio



Fig. 1 : Five-section wall u n it



Doors hide



Height of system should match top of door, window trim.



T



TV



Lighting systems flanking center section increase feeling of symmetry.



when not in use.



he popularity of wall units and entertainment centers has



establishes symmetry within the system. The middle section



soared to unprecedented heights in recent years. Designers



should be the widest, with the ''wing'' sections becoming suc·



have long relied on wall units to consolidate everything



ceedingly narrower. This visually stabilizes or balances the wall



from sideboards, bars, china cupboards and display cases into



system. I think a movable wall system, like any piece of furniture,



space· efficient furniture pieces, but the whole idea got a tremen·



depends on quality joinery: Mortise·and·tenon, tongue· and· groove



dous boost when component audio equipment came into vogue in



or dovetail joints ensure the wall system will withstand hard use



ginall



the 1960s. The components ori



y rested on bricks and boards,



and numerous relocations. Wall systems should be built with



furni



fruit crates and other contrivances until the tangle of wires, plugs



backs to create the look and feel of quality



and connectors lead to present· day entertainment centers, like



racking and twisting, especially while being moved. To achieve a



the one shown at left. Now that audio/visual components are be·



built·in look, the only required on· site work is the positioning



ture and to prevent



coming even more common and more compact (large· screen



and fastening together of the individual sections. Unless you en·



televisions being the glaring exception), we find ourselves at a



joy living dangerously, leave about 1 in. between the system's



juncture where wall units and entertainment centers are becom·



sides and the walls, and between the top of the system and the



ing more integrated. We have entered the age of "wall systems." These wall systems are an important part of my business as a



ceiling to ensure the system will fit. The trim boards used to cover these gaps will complete the built· in appearance.



designer and builder of custom furniture. I've found that many people consider wall systems too formidable for do·it·yourselfers. In fact, building a wall system is more comparable to building a scaled·down house than to building furniture. Both a house and a



Archi cture of te



waD systems -"Form follows function" is the



rule here, but I find the designing flows the smoothest



if



I first



study the installation site to get a feel for the wall system's form. I



wall system must be livable, aesthetically pleasing and in tune



begin with a broad view and slowly tighten the focus to concen·



with their environments. And both must be able to withstand



trate on minute details. A wall system located under the peak of a



generations of everyday use.



vaulted ceiling, for example, may need strong vertical elements



Once the system is analyzed and broken down into components,



to establish a feeling of height, or it may interplay with the ceil·



the actual construction isn't very diffi cult. Rather than present a



ing through the use of triangulation or an angular facade on top.



"how·to·build·a·wall·system guide," I'll concentrate here on



A curved staircase might be complemented by a wall system with



ganiz



wall akin



e your efforts to design acceptable



systems.



curved and sweeping lines; a bay window works well with a



First, I should admit I'm biased toward movable wall systems.



breakfront design; even window shapes and moldings can pro·



After all, constructing a built· in on site is more



vide starting points for your design. You should use compatible



helping you or



to finish·



carpentry than furniture building. In this mobile society, clients



drawer fronts, edge lippings, mullions and trim throughout the



want to take their custom· built pieces with them when they



system to establish strong horizontal and vertical lines that will



move. Besides, a movable system can be designed to look and



hold the system together visually (see figure 1 above). This



function like a built·in.



sense of architectural unity becomes an integral element of the



A movable wall system can be constructed in separate units in



your shop. I recommend a



minim



um of three side· by· side sections



for large wall systems. An odd number of sections ( 3, 5, 7, etc.)



wall system, instead of appearing as a facade that was slapped on as an afterthought. Room size will often set the pace.



If



you're dealing with a large
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room, you and your client will have virtually unlimited design



ing codes; if necessary, hire a licensed electrician to help you.



freedom. You may choose a design that harmonizes with the rest



Baseboards or mopboards-Most people prefer the back of



of the room by using like tones, colors and simple lines, thus cre



their wall systems to sit flush against the wall. If a baseboard or



ating a functional wall system that doesn't draw much attention



mopboard is present, scribe and cut the profile of the molding



to itself. Or conversely, you can fit the system with all sorts of



into a vertical trim board that can be tacked in place at installa



bells and whistles to make it dominate the room. This second



tion. If there's a cornice molding on the system, it should extend



option seldom works in smaller rooms. This doesn't mean a wall



beyond the back edge of the side to avoid a gap when the trim



system will necessarily make a small or cluttered room even



board is applied. An alternative to a trim board is to build the



more confming. The wall system will reduce the available floor



system with a shallow false back that will allow you to scribe the



space, but remember, its primary function is to impose order.



baseboard profile directly into the system's end sections. This



This improved space utilization should increase a room's feeling



creates a problem if the waH system is moved to a different loca



of spaciousness. Strengthen this feeling by sticking to light-color



tion with different molding. In that case, y�:>u'll have to scribe a



woods in small rooms; darker colors shrink the room and make a



trim board to hide the cutout and fit the wall.



large wall system overpowering. You must also keep the design very simple, as there will be no room, visually, for any excess. When surveying the wall system's proposed location, pay spe cial attention to these details:



Furniture -Determine what other furniture will be in the room and where it will be located. In smaller rooms, there may not be enough space for large hinged or pocket doors to be used in the lower parts of the system; design the section to have no



Forced-air heating and cooling vents- When vents are lo



doors, narrow doors with a small radius of swing or sliding doors.



p



cated on or near the floor, you must either avoid this location,



Ceiling height- Exce t in libraries, most wall systems are not



have the vent moved, vent through the toe kick or design around



floor- to-ceiling pieces, so you'll have to determine the height of



the vents. Don't build a floor- to-ceiling system



if



the vent is on or



the system. Again, use architectural elements as reference points.



near the ceiling. Working around the vents might mean suspend



With few exceptions, I build wall systems so they reach the top



ing the system on the wall, leaving an opening or large kneehole



of the door trim or window trim.



in a lower section or ducting the vent through the system (which sacrifices valuable space).



If



Windows and other openings-You needn't steer clear of a



you must vent heat through the system,



window, protruding fireplace mantel or doorway, as shown in the



avoid locating the heat duct near electrical components, artwork



photo above. The only difference between a window space and



or anything else that may be subject to thermal damage or dete



the space allocated for any other component is that it won't need



rioration, unless you can insulate the "heat duct" with rigid foam,



a back. Large windows may be put into context by the framing of



spun fiberglass or other insulating material.



Electrical outlets, switches and thermostats-If there is



the adjacent component spaces, as shown in the drawing at right,



a



and the top may be bridged with either a box beam, which might



no handy electrical outlet, one must be wired in. The amperage



include lighting for



of the outlet must exceed the total amperage consumption of the



or storage space (depending on available headroom. ) Smaller or



system's audio/visual components, lamps, display lighting and



off-center windows are a good excuse for an asymmetrical de



other equipment plus allow for fu ture expansion. Light switches



sign, or to create rhythm and balance by repeating this space



display area, or with a small horizontal shelf



and thermostats may need to be moved to accommodate the wall



across the width of the wall system. As you can see in the photo



system. Actual wiring details are beyond the scope of this article.



on the facing page, even obstacles like a curved wall need not



With any electrical work, make sure you comply with local build-



interfere with the design of a wall system.
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tructi Loca 20 will



Doors, windows, fireplaces and other apparent obs ons can be attractively framed by wall systems. Allan Smith, a cabinetmaker in Pennington, NJ., designed this wall system, left, to accentuate the lines of an old-fashion doorway. The system is built from Andaman padauk accented with ebon ized poplar inlays, which strengthen the visual unity of the piece. Wall systems can be designed to work with any sort of room, as shown with the stereo cabinet below. To fit the cabi net to the curved wall, designer/ dworker Philip Bird of Dorcester, M ., bent-laminated the avodire doors and end pieces. The sawn-to-shape pl d top and bottom are ve neered with kevazinga (which resembles bubinga).



ass



woo



ywoo



ting components - Once you determine how to fit the



system into the room, you must decide how much space



is



needed



for audio/visual components, storage areas, display areas, book shelves and serving areas. Your client should have a good idea of



how the system to



be used. I have built systems ranging from 8 ft.



ft. in length and find space allotments are mainly a matter of



common sense. Electronic components that are used in conjunction



with one another, such as televisions and VCRs, should logically be placed near each other. Tapes, CDs and videocassettes should be stored near the proper machine, but don't store magnetiC tape (audiocassettes or videocassettes) near components that contain strong magnets (televisions) or produce damaging magnetic fields (electric motors). Components that must be operated man ually are best positioned somewhere between waist and shoulder level. Televisions that utilize external speakers must be posi tioned in between the speakers; otherwise, all the



TV



characters



will seem to be talking from the sides of their mouths. Unless space is at an absolute premium, avoid tailoring the space for each component too tightly. Electronic components are sure to become obsolete or replaced much more frequently than a wall system. I



think



the absolute m



inim



um space allowance is



1 in. on either side of each component. I also recommend install ing as many adjustable shelves as are possible without affecting construction. I support adjustable shelves with %-in. to I - in.



Fig.



2: D••



2A: Off-center window



ignlng around window.



Mirrored back, lights balance window.



Glass shelves allow lamps to light whole section.



Face frame could be fluted to strengthen vertical lines.



Book shelves are arranged symmetrically.



28: Centered window



�:p-----



Top of wall system is used for display.



Blind emphasizes horizontal lines.



jJo;E,..---



Row of drawers
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Fig.



3:



Harmonious warpage



Grain orientation



Similar grain patterns must be used in similar construction members. Visual effects of warpage can be minimized by incorporating center mullion in design.



"-



\



A



"



Grain flares off outside edge.



J



I ��



� ,\ °\1 t q�



i9ht rings



I



It, �



,



Fig.



Cut paired members from same stock. Door components become mirror images of each other. Any warpage should occur equally in each door.



4:



Cooling vents '



Shelf cutouts create chimney effect, drawing cool air past electrical components. Heat must be vented out of top into soffit, adjacent' wall or through fascia bOard.



!



IA



B�



A \�Broad rings



r-Q Q...... • Lc � I- � .. ,IJr �Q /' _V � 1-• 1\ A \ A I I J �V a • .. • '": '. :"'"� �·Y�.tr.atg��;,t, /' .-'-:--"'..... -,. Broad rings



C



Despite any warpage, center joint remains flush.



Tight rings



Arched grain



Hinges contain outer stiles, restrict movement.



shelf pins cut from brass brazing rod (available at any welding



stock; flipping one piece over will defeat your purpose. By cut



supply house ). I find a regular pattern of small diameter holes



ting paired members from the same stock, you



(usually 1,11 6 in. to



in. in diameter) in the carcase side is



pair of doors that are, in terms of warp potential, mirror images



%2



will



have rendered a



much less conspicuous than metal tracking or the standard V4- in.



of one another. This is not only aesthetically pleasing, it will also



dia. shelf pins. I also cut short grooves on the bottom sides of



result in what I dub "harmonious warpage," as illustrated in fig



shelves to accept the small diameter pins; this conceals the pins



ure 3. Any warpage that does occur should happen equally in both



and secures the shelf from front to back.



doors, resulting in a flush, albeit slightly bowed, center joint.



Wood selection and layout-Success when building wood



relatively poor design and have it appear somewhat attractive. But



The inherent beauty of wood makes it possible to execute even a wall units depends on controUing warpage and using the wood's



don't count on this cop-out to work every time; instead rely on



grain pattern to its best visual advantage. Assuming you use the



careful pl



accepted joinery methods mentioned before, the only warpage



When gluing up solid panels and edgebanding plywood, the objec



annin



g to transform a good material into a great object.



that may create a problem will be in "uncontained" members,



tive is to produce a panel that appears to be either one continuous



such as free-floating adjustable shelves and doors. I highly recom



piece of lumber or a combination of book-matched elements; most



famil



mend plywood with solid edgebanding or veneered panels for



woodworkers are already



shelves. I always build frame-and-panel doors to minimize potential



orienting the grain in a wall system's "one-piece" members (face



warpage. Even so, I prefer to place a center mullion between the



frames, stiles, rails, trim boards, etc.), as shown in figure 3 above,



closing edges of large swinging doors. Without this mullion, the



a much subtler technique. Basically, you must be consistent; similar



doors will meet stile by stile, and otherwise- insignificant warpage might become glaringly Significant. To minimize the risk of warpage in doors where a center mullion can be used, I try to use straight quartersawn stock for the rails



grain if



iar with these techniques. Effectively



is



patterns are always used in similar construction members. For



instance,



you are building frame-and-panel doors, you can use rel



atively straight-grain wood for the stiles and bottom rails, and choose pieces with an arched



and stiles. For a pair of doors, I start with a board wide enough to



dlin wirin



grain



for the top



rails.



provide both top rails-likewise for the bottom and intermediate



Han



rails and stiles. Be sure to mark the outside faces as you saw the



sections can provide access to wall outlets. Horizontal and verti-
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g



g- Cutouts in the back of a wall system's lower



cal connections between electrical components within the wall



One-piece cornice molding attached with screws from behind



Fig_ 5: Installing trim



system can be made several ways. By building the wall system



Trim is added on location after shop-built sections are installed.



with a shallow, false back and boring holes in the backs of sec tions housing electrical components, you can thread patch cords in one hole and fish them out another, which effectively hides unsightly cord webs. For vertical connections, either leave an adequate distance between the back edges of shelves and the wall system's back, or bore holes near the rear of the shelves to pass cords through. These holes also increase ventilation and aid in cooling electronic components, as discussed below. The only practical way I have found to make horizontal connections from one section to another is to bore holes in the sides of the sec tions.



Also,



the electronics



boo m has spawned many new products



for making clean connections. I buy mine from Doug Mocken



& Co.,



Inc. (Box 3333, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266). The company offers a complete line of grommets that transform ugly wire ac



Joint connector bolt pinches trim tongue in side rabbets.



cess holes into things of beauty. Also available are grommets for paper-feed cutouts and wire managers that go a long way toward cleaning up the "wire webs."



Lighting



options-Large



display areas are most often lighted



from the top, commonly by mounting a light(s) behind a fascia board along the top front of the enclosure, or by recessing "can lights" into the top of the enclosure.



If



you use can lights, you



ment. The average depth for most modern components 1 5 in.



lf



is



about



these components are placed on 20-in.-deep shelves, the



must provide space for recessing them; the amount of headroom



rear 5 in. can be connected to a "hot-air chimney" by notching



varies with the make of the light, but 6 in. is fairly common.



the shelves as shown in figure 4 or by boring a row of l-in.-dia.



Check the manufacturer's instructions and local building codes



holes. These openings also provide a good route for patch cords



If



before installation. This headroom space must be left open or



and wires between components.



adequately ventilated to avoid excess heat buildup.



snugly against the walls, floor and ceiling, the heat will not have



Lighting a stack of shelves presents some problems. Unless the



the wall system is to be built



anywhere to go. This may be rectified by venting the heat into a



wall



shelves are glass, any light generated from the top of the enclo



soffit, adjacent wall or concealed vent on the front of the



sure will be terminated at the top shelf, leaving the lower shelves



system. Another way to control heat is to avoid stacking compo



dark. There are several ways to avoid this problem. One is to



nents directly on top of one another. Providing separate shelves



place horizontal aprons under the front edges of each shelf and



for each component, or placing them side by side, prevents the



mount individual lights behind these aprons. Another is to run a



direct transmission of heat between components.



horizontal piece along either the top or bottom rear edge of each shelf and mount lights behind these boards, which will backlight the shelf spaces. This latter method creates an interesting mood



InstaDation-1



bolt individual sections tog�ther with joint con



nector bolts and cap nuts (available from The Woodworkers'



effect, but it doesn't provide enough light for an effective display.



Store, 2 1 801 Industrial Blvd., Rogers, Minn. 5 5 374), as shown in



Both these lighting systems should be installed with fixed shelves



figure 5 above. Not all houses were built square and the ones that



because of the amount of wiring that will be required.



were can settle out of plumb (finished basements can be espe



Another way to light solid adjustable shelves is to use a vertical



cially troublesome), so only use adjustable hinges.



If



there is a



face frame that's wide enough to mount and conceal a vertical



chance that the floor at the site is not level, include levelers on



tube light or series of individual lights. This method lets you light



the wall system's base sections. On The Level Co., Inc. ( 1 40 1



display items from two sides, and it also allows you to maintain a



Timber Drive, Elgin,



thin line in the frontal view of the shelves.



adjusting leveler that uses a spring-loaded cam action to take the



Whenever possible, external lighting, such as recessed ceiling spots, track lighting, floor or table lamps, should be used to sup



m.



601 23) has come up with a slick self



wobble out of tables; it also works well with



arpe



floors that are not severely w



d or wavy.



wall



systems on



plement the internal illumination of the wall system. The added



Rarely, if ever, will all of the above criteria apply to any one



cost can be Significant, but it results in a much more flexible



wall system. Use whatever applies to your given situation. One



lighting system and allows the client to emphasize different sec



final note: Take precise measurements of the system location and



tions of the wall system, and room, at different times.



of the route that



will



be taken in delivering a movable system.



Individual components must be able to fit through doors, up or



Cool ctro



down staircases and in and out of elevators. Allow yourself an



generate as much heat as their predecessors, so they rarely need



extra inch here and there.



whisper fans to ensure adequate ventilation (see "Stereo Equip



run with a cardboard or stick mock-up of the largest section. I



ele



nics -Modern high-effiCiency components don't



ment Cabinets,"



FWW



#34, p. 77). Most of today's systems can



be adequately cooled by the convective flow of air past the com



lf



you have any doubts, make a trial



once missed fitting a section up on an odd-shape staircase by



Y2



in.; I had to remove the three bottom steps, move the unit



0



ponents, which can be created by providing an unobstructed



and then reassemble the stairs. Even worse, I'm obligated to re



path, like a chimney, for air movement into the lower portion of



peat this costly maneuver if the client moves.



the component's enclosure, and up and out · through the top of the enclosure. To be sure, however, you should always check the manufacturer's recommendations for specific pieces of equip-
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Barred-Glass Doors Epoxied miters instead of tiny tenons by Mac Campbell



T



here are few door treatments as decorative as barred glass. Traditionally found in large china cabinets and bookcases built in the 1 8th and 1 9th centuries, authentic barred glass doors have been replaced in most modern furnishings by a pattern-cut plywood frame that's laid over a single pane of glass. This modern fakery is, no doubt, due to the tedious process of making the lattice for authentic barred-glass doors. Ernest Joyce, in The Encyclopedia of Furniture Making, details several tradi tional framing methods, including dovetails, veneer keys, and mortises and tenons. Since frame members are usually very thin, such joinery can quickly strain both the patience and the eyeSight of the most skillful cabinetmaker. Fortunately, modern adhesives offer an alternative to fakery and eyestrain: Quick-setting epoxy is strong enough to replace hundreds of tiny, elaborate joints at the lattice intersections with simple glued miters. This speeds up the building process tremen dously. The two doors on the desk-bookcase I built, pictured on the facing page, contain 88 separate pieces of wood and 38 panes of glass, yet their construction wasn't tedious and required only reasonable care. To illustrate the improved process, I built a du plicate set of doors; the principles outlined here can be adapted to virtually any style or pattern of barred-glass door. A barred-glass door consists of an outer door frame surround ing a lattice of straight or curved bars that meet at angles to form a decorative pattern. Each bar is made up of two layers: a rib, which divides the panes of glass, and the bar molding, which caps the rib, stiffens the lattice and acts as a stop for the glass. After the ribs are glued together with epoxy, the bar moldings are mi tered and installed on top of them. The completed lattice is then set into the door frame, and the individual glass panes are fitted and held in place with glazier points and putty.
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Desi g the doo - You begin with a detailed drawing of the lattice pattern. The initial sketch need not be done full-scale; working out proportions is often more useful at this stage than determining exact measurements. To design the doors for the desk-bookcase, I divided the space inside the door frame into fourths widthwise, the outer fourth being split evenly on the left and right sides. Similarly, I divided the pattern in half the long way and made it symmetrical between the upper and lower halves. To simplify making the lattice, I designed the pattern so the ends of all bars need mitering at only two angles: 4 5° and 22 1/2°. Before you cut out any door parts, you must decide on the shape and size of the ribs, bars and door frame (see figure 1 ). Whatever molding profile is shaped on the inner edge of the door frame must also be used for the bars; otherwise, the miters will not match where the bars join the door frame. For my door, I
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chose Y2-in .-wide bar moldings with a %-in. radius, half-round profile and a quarter-round with the same radius on the inside door frame. The width of the bars isn't critical, but they should be wide enough so that half the width less the thickness of the rib (joined to each bar in the middle) is adequate to conceal the glazier's points and putty that hold the glass. Since the back of the bars will be grooved to slip over the ribs for a stronger frame, I make the ribs as thick as the kerf of a carbide sawblade and groove the bars Ys in. deep on the tablesaw. The width of the ribs is not critical, as long as they provide enough room for the putty. I make my ribs in. wide, which leaves 1,12 in. after the bars are fitted. The thickness of the assembled ribs and bars will partially determine the thickness of the door frame (see figure 1 ). Plan the depth of the rabbet in the door frame so the ribs will be even with the back surface of the door frame when the lattice is installed: It's not absolutely essential, but it looks better and the putty will be neater when the glass is set.



%



Construction - I build the door frame that will hold the lattice using standard joinery, usually mortise and tenon, though dowel or plate joinery would also work. I prefer to glue up the frame, then rout a rabbet for the glass on the back side and then rout the desired molding profLIe on the front. Since the router can't reach all the way into the corners, I must do some carving to square up the rabbets and face moldings, but this isn't much trou ble. If you prefer, the door frame can be shaped with cope-and stick cutters on a shaper first, then assembled-as long as you can duplicate the molding profile for the bars. Whatever your method, make each door frame true, square and flat. After the frame is glued up, I trace the outline of the door opening at the edge of the rabbet onto a piece of plywood. This will serve as a full-size pattern of the door-frame opening and as a base for constructing the lattice. Lay out the pattern for the bars, marking their centerlines on the plywood with a pencil. The ribs will be laid out on these centerlines first, but because they're so thin, it's unnecessary to draw in their actual dimensions. Once you have the pattern drawn, darken the lines, then cover the ply wood with waxed paper. This will keep the frame parts from sticking to the plywood as they're glued together. Now you're ready to mill the rib and bar stock. This can be done with a tablesaw and a router or shaper, or with whatever combination of tools you have. It is important to mill all the lat tice stock as accurately as possible, because small variations in width or thickness make getting clean joints difficult. Mill consid erably more of both bar and rib stock than you think you'll need so you can discard any pieces that warp or are miscut. A small miter box is handy for cutting the ribs and essential for



Drawings:
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Fig. 1 : Frame anatomy Typical section



Rib is flush with inside face of door frame.



Size and profile of molding on door matches profile of bar molding.



Glass



Rib, in. by width of sawkerf in bar molding



%



Kerf cut in back of bar slips over rib.



Glazing point



Bar molding, in. by in.



%



%



Glazier's putty is dyed to match wood.



Rabbet in door frame is cut to same depth as molding.



Rout molded edge after assembling door frame.



All junctures of bar moldings or bars and door-frame moldings meet only three different ways.



V-shape ends of bar moldings are let into notches cut into door-frame molding.



Trace layout line from edge of rabbet on door frame.



This Chippendale-style desk-bookcase built by the author is enhanced by the visual detail in its pair of barred-glass doors. Tho ugh complicated looking, making the doors is simplified by building the lattice frame in subas semblies and using quick-setting epoxy to join the rib frames (in lieu of tradi tional joinery.)



Underside of typical molding bar



Epoxy holds mitered corners together.



Bar molding mitered at ends, glued to ribs Rib taped to pattern



Rib spa � ing proportions



�I



'Is
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Pare away tips on underside of bar molding before gluing to rib to provide clearance for excess epoxy at rib joints.
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cutting the more complex miters on the ends of the bars. I made up two miter boxes just for the job: one for cutting ribs and one for the bars. Cut a channel in each miter box to hold each type of stock snugly and slot the boxes for cutting 9ff, 4 5° and 2 2 Y20 angles with the finest saw you have. ( I use a 2 1 - t.p.i. dovetail saw. ) DriII several large stopped holes in the rib miter box so your fingers can hold the thin stock while it's being cut.



u as



Rib s b semblies Instead of cutting and gluing up the lattice of ribs as a series of separate pieces, it will simplify the joinery and speed up the construction you consider the lattice pattern as a set of connecting geometric shapes: rectangles, squares and X's (see figure 2). In my pattern, the upper half of the door has a large rectangle in the center and two half- rectangles on each side. These are connected on top by half-squares that form the top points. The lower half of the window is designed the same way, with the top and bottom halves joined by two X's. The rectangles and squares are 'constructed with simple glued miter corner jOinery. After the fOur pieces, say for a rectangle, have been cut to length and mit�red, lay a strip of masking tape sticky-side-up on a sheet of waxed paper taped to the workbench. Place the four parts of each rectangle outer-face-down on the tape with their ends just meeting, and align each rectangle with a straightedge. Leave some extra tape at one end. Mix a small batch of five-minute epoxy, butter all the joints and fold the ribs to gether, as shown in the top, left photo on the facing page. Close the last joint with the tape that's left sticking out, and put a small weight on the glued assembly to keep it flat as it sets. If the miters are accurately cut, the rectangles will square themselves, but check by measuring the diagonals, just to be sure. Prepare all the rectangles and squares this way, and remove the tape when the glue has dried. Cut two of the rectangles in half on their short sides, and cut the two squares apart at opposite corners. Lay these components on the pattern board. The corners of the rectangles will have a rib joining them at 4 5°, as will the corners of the half-squares. Chamfer these corners to create a flat for a butt joint with the rib. I use a disc sander for this, eyeballing the angle, but a sharp paring chisel will work just as well. Each of the two X's for each door are joined in the middle with half-lap jOints. Cut these joints to fit snug ly, then trim the ends of the X's to fit the pattern. After a section of the pattern is trimmed and fitted, mix up a batch of epoxy and glue the separate components together, then tape them down to the pattern board with masking tape to keep them in place. After the entire rib frame is done, check to see that the ribs that meet the door frame are flush with the edge of the line that necessary, and marks the glass rabbet. Trim and square these test-fit the door frame over the assembled ribs. The door frame should fit over the ribs securely, and it's better to have it a little tight than to end up with gaps between the ribs and frame. Wher ever epoxy has squeezed up above the top edge of the ribs at the jOints, sand it down flush, using a sanding block to keep things flat. Don't worry about squeeze-out around the rest of the joint; the putty will cover everything nicely when the glass is set.



-
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The author made two special miter boxes to cut the angles on the ends of the ribs and bars. The box for the ribs, shown here, has a few stopped holes to provide a place for a finger to hold the thin rib steady while sawing. The other box is made the same way, with a wider groove to accept the bars. Fig. 2 : Rib subassemblies Top ribs are trimmed tangent to curved top line.



� Half-squares



�



Half-rectangles



Border ribs are trimmed to glass rabbet at line on pattern.



90° X



Ir



is joined in center with half-lap joints.



if



Corners of squares and rectangles are trimmed down to provide a flat mating surface for joining to other ribs in pattern.
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- The bars are fitted on top of the ribs next. As g the b Fi you can see in the drawing on p. 49, there are only three possible ways the bars meet in the lattice and only two possible end an gles to cut: 4 5° or 2 2 1/2°. Start with any rib in the pattern and mark and cut the two miter cuts on one end of a length of bar stock. Lay the bar on top of the rib and follow the centerline of the rib to mark the miter angle with a sharp pencil at the j uncture of the ribs in the point of the miter. With the special miter box, cut the



Gluing up the ribs in a series of subas semblies is more accurate and faster than gluing the ribs together individ ually. Once the parts are cut to length and m itered, they're stuck to tape, the joints are buttered with five-minute ep o� and the parts are rolled up to form the subframe-in this case, a rectangle.



After one end of the bar molding has been mitered and fitted into the pattern, the other end can be marked. Using a pencil and ruler, sight where the point of the m iter will be (the final length of the bar) , and indicate on each half of the m itered point whether it's to be cut at 45' or 22'12°.



two miters so they intersect where your pencil marks cross. Mark the other end the same way (see the middle photo above), making sure the already- trimmed end is butted tightly into its corner. Fit the bar in place and continue on with an adjoining piece. For the bars that will meet the door frame, cut two 45° miters on their outer ends. The points formed by these cuts should just reach the end of the underlying ribs. Remove the masking tape holding the ribs to the plywood as you go along, replacing it as necessary tp keep everything lined up. It's likely that some bars won't fit all the way over the ribs because of glue squeeze-out in the corner. Rather than trying to remove the hardened epoxy, relieve the miter tip next to the dado groove on the bottom of the molding (putty will cover this later). I don't glue any of the bars on until the entire pattern is done, but you can glue as you go along if you prefer. To glue the bars, I use regular aliphatic-resin (yellow) glue-it's more than strong enougll and it makes removing squeeze-out easier. Once all of the bar moldings are glued down, take a few minutes and clean up any squeeze-out. Then, sand the faces of all joints flush and trim the edges of any moldings that don't line up. To fit the assembled lattice into the door frame, first lay the frame on top of the lattice. The glass rabbet should be resting on the pointed ends of the bar moldings. Mark each bar's mitered end on the molded edge of tlle door frame (see top, right photo above). Remove tlle frame from the lattice and cut out the mi tered notches in the door-frame molding with a dovetail saw, leaving them undersize . for the time being. Untape the lattice from the base and place it into the door frame. Now, carefully saw down through the miters with a very thin saw (a razor saw is best ), angling it slightly so the two pieces wiJI fit together snugly. Repeat this process around the door and gradually work the bars into a good, snug fit. Alternatively, the notches in the door- frame molding can be trimmed with a chisel and a guide block, as shown in #64, p. 37. Whatever method you choose, try to avoid having to fill the joint later, as this will spoil the clean look of the bars flowing smoothly into the door frame. When everything
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After the bars have been glued to the ribs, the molding on the door frames must be notched out to accept the mi tered ends of the outer bars. Lay the door frame over the lattice and mark each bar's centerline. Saw or chisel out each notch, cutting it a little undersize at first and then trimming to fit.



is ready, glue the lattice into the door frame with yellow glue. Even though every joint is endgrain, I don't use epoxy for this final assembly, mainly because its open assembly time is so short and the strength of yellow glue is more than adequate for the job. A barred-glass door with curved bars is made up in much the same way as the method described above. Because they are rein forced by the thicker bar moldings, the thin, curved ribs may be bandsawn instead of bent. The stock for the bars is bent-laminat ed around a form, then shaped with a router or shaper, as with straight stock. One difference from straight bars is that the dado on the back of a curved bar must be cut with a router, not a sawblade. It's easiest if the router is mounted in a table for this operation, and you'll want to match the thickness of the ribs to the bit you'll use. Also, cutting the miters is trickier than with straight stock, because you can't use a miter box. A sharp paring chisel or knife and some patience will do the trick.



Glass and putty- Once the door has been hung on tlle cabinet and is completely finished (lacquered, oiled, etc. ), it is ready for the glass. Beveled glass is often seen on period pieces, but it's expensive, and I think the lattice gives the door more than enough visual interest. You can take the doors to a glass shop and have them cut plain glass panes to fit, or you can give the shop cardboard patterns to work from. If you make patterns, leave about VI 6-in. clearance to the frame on each side and make sure to mark which pattern fits which opening-in case there are vari ations in the frame. nless you're an experienced glass cutter, let the pros handle this tedious job. The glass is held in place first with glazier's pOints, and then it's glazed with putty colored to match the frame wood. David Pine gives an excellent outline of this process in #64, p. 40. Once completed, barred-glass doors add a distinctive elegance to casework. They reward the effort required to build them gen erously, setting a piece well apart from the average run. D
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Cordless Drills in the Workshop



A survey of 11 battery-powered tools by Mark



R.



White



don't remember when I first saw cordless power drills on the market. They seemed to be expensive battery-powered gad gets that I'd never use in my own shop. But, being a sucker for new tools, I purchased a cordless drill a few years ago, and now I wonder how I ever got along without one. Since then, cordless drills have brought many changes to my five-man woodworking business, and we now use them for a vari ety of jobs. They're great for drilling holes for anything from adjustable shelves to dowels, countersinking screw holes and for driving screws when assembling cabinets and setting hardware. TIlese battery-powered tools are light and amazingly powerful. Most have removable batteries that recharge quickly, and because they don't require a wall plug to run or have a bulky cord trailing after them, they're extremely handy. Cordless drills are also safe to use outdoors in wet or damp conditions. In my shop, we al ways keep three cordless drills set up and ready to go: one with a drill bit, one with a Phillips screwdriver bit and one standing by for whatever task's at hand. We use these tools constantly and rarely use AC-powered portable drills anymore. The cordless-drill market has expanded considerably in the last few years, and now it seems that every tool manufacturer offers extensive line of battery-powered dril1Screwdrivers, some de signed for the home user and some for the professional. Various models have subtly different features tllat can confuse the first-time buyer. Though I'm sure many woodworkers have never consid ered buying a cordless drill, even the occasional user could benefit from one. For this article, I surveyed the market and selected 1 1 cordless drills and tested them for eight months. I've summarized my evaluation of these tools and made a chart of their respective features at the end of this article. The drills I chose test aren't all equal in terms of features or price range, but are representa tive of what's available. I'll describe what features cordless drills offer and how our shop tested the drills.
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The removable battery packs on most cordless drills slide out of the grip or body for recharging, as shown here with the Makita 6093D (left) and the Milwaukee 0212-1 (right) . The Makita's battery is shown in its dedicated charger, shown at far left. For continuous operation, one battery can be re charging while another battery is in the drill.
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Batteries -At the heart of a cordless drill is the battery, which is made up of several small batteries sealed in a plastic housing. Each manufacturer has its own battery-pack design- they're not interchangeable between brands or, ofren, between different models of the same brand. Battery packs range in voltage from 4.8v to 1 2v, with 7.2v and 9.6v being the most common. The nickel-cadmium (ni-cad) batteries inside tlle packs are rechargeable and have a lifespan of between 300 and 800 charges. With each cordless drill comes a battery charger, which converts 1 1 0v household current into DC voltage to replenish the battery. It takes only about an hour go from a dead battery to a fully charged one. All chargers have an internal switch that turns off the current when the battery is full, so you can keep a battery in the charger, ready for use. Remember let a battery drain com pletely before recharging it: Ni-cad batteries have a "memory," and if you recharge a partially drained battery often, the battery's capacity will be reduced to the amount of the partial charge. In addition to being rechargeable, most battery packs are re moveable. The pack mounts either in the handle or the back of the drill body, and is held in place with a quick- release clip. Drills with removable packs let you use the tool while tlle extra battery is recharging, but continuous use and frequent charging can reduce battery life. Removability also lets you replace a pack when it finally won't hold a charge. In addition to drills, several manufac turers offer entire lines of cordless tools with fully interchangeable batteries. In our shop, we have a Makita cordless drill/screw driver, a 3-in. circular saw, a jigsaw and a flashlight (the most powerful we own), all of which use tlle same 9.6v battery pack. Cordless drills are surprisingly powerful, even when compared
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By offering a grip that's in line with the chuck, a cordless drill can be less fatigUing to hold, and it can thus allow the user to put more pressure behind the bit. Here the author uses a Makita 6093D to drive screws during the screw-driving and drilling tests performed for the survey.



to their corded counterparts. While the drills with higher-voltage battery packs generally deliver higher performance for a longer time than drills with lower-voltage batteries, all of the drills we tested are capable of a respectable amount of work. While more powerful batteries give the added performance a professional woodworker may need, voltage alone shouldn't be the only rea son choose one drill over another.
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Size and feel- Because of their battery packs, cordless drills are bulkier than AC-powered drills, but the best are light, easy to grip and well balanced. Most drills house the battery in the bottom of
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stripped or their heads snapped off. When driving small screws, for example, a low-clutch setting will let you sink all the screws to the same depth. Cordless drills usually have four or five clutch settings, plus a direct-drive setting for regular hole boring with out a clutch. The lowest settings seem to slip too easily for most work, so in our shop, we usually set the clutch to a high setting and let off the trigger as soon as the motor begins stall. For adjusting the clutch's torque setting, most drills have a rotating collar just behind the chuck, while other drills have a bottom mounted dial. I find the latter less desirable, because you have to turn the drill over to see what setting you're on.
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An adjustable clutch allows a cordless drill to regulate sensi tively the maximum amount of drive torque delivered to the chuck-greatfor driving screws to the same depth. The Bosch cordless (top) has a clutch-adjusting collar just behind the chuck, while the Ryobi's (bottom) is under the body.



While all the cordless drills in the survey have chucks with a %-in. maximum capacity, some drills, like the Skil (right), have chucks that will hold 'lJz-in. bits or smaller. The cordless Metabo (center) features a special screw-driving bit holder that replaces the chuck and also allows bit change without a key. Chucks with knurled collars, such as on the Ryobi (left), make it possible to chuck up smaller drill bits without using a chuck-key.



the handle, which counterbalances the weight of the body and reduces the drill's length. Though all the cordless drills are light averaging 31/2 lbs.-some are more comfortable to grip than others. Generally, when the grip is more in line with the chuck rather than below its center, the drill is easier to control. Cord· less drills with greatly offset handles tend to break drill bits more readily. When trying different models, look for a grip that fits your hand comfortably.



Adjustable clutch- M any cordless drills have an adjustable clutch, which automatically disengages the chuck at the chosen torque setting. This limits the amount of force delivered to the bit and prevents the drill motor from stalling and overheating. The clutch also makes the drill more useful as a screwdriver, be· cause it keeps screws from being overdriven, having their slots
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Speed control-Since cordless drills have a limited reservoir of power to draw on, it makes sense to regulate the speed and torque of the drill to the job at hand. To accomplish thiS, most cordless drills offer either two speed ranges, continuous variable speed or variable speed in two ranges. Two speeds are better than one, but variable speed is desirable for delicate boring jobs and for driving screws. Variable speed allows you to start and stop the drill slowly and smoothly, to control bit wandering and to avoid stripping out screws. Having two variable speed ranges makes a drill even more versatile. The faster speeds in the high range are best for jobs that don't require much torque- like drilling small pilot holes. The slower speeds in the low range provide the higher torque necessary for boring big holes or driving long screws. Most manufacturers offer several models of the same basic cordless drill, one with each rype of speed control, so if you don't need precise control, you don't have to pay for it. While variable speed is controlled from the trigger, drills with two speeds or speed ranges have either a dial or slide selector switch. With either rype, speed range should be shifted while the drill is coast ing. A couple of models feature an automatic electronic brake that stops the chuck almost immediately after letting off the trig ger-great control for driving screws. All the drills tested have forward and reverse drive to allow you to remove a jammed bit or back out a screw. The placement and operation of the forward/reverse switch, however, isn't opti mum on all the drills. The switch is usually a lever or slide located near the drill's trigger. While it should be convenient and easy to operate, many of the switches were awkward to use. On several models, you needed two hands to flip the switch back and forth a terrible tedium if you were running screws in and out while setting metal drawer guides. I liked the AEG forward/reverse switch, which is mounted on the handle's side just above the grip and is thumb- operated. But, it could be awkward for a left-hander to flip. Many drills also sport a trigger lock, which prevents a drill from aCCidentally turning on. Chucks -Cordless drills have the same kinds of %-in. chucks as their counterparts, and these chucks are rypically high qualiry. But minimum chuck capaciry varies considerably. Many driJJ chucks can hold Y32-in. or even Y64- in. bits, good for drilling tiny pilot holes. But a chuck designed for a 1/1 6-in. minimum bit might not hold that bit snugly once the jaws have worn. The AEG offers an option al, keyless chuck that tightens by hand-rurning-a terrific timesaver. All the drills provide chuck-key storage on the drill. The problem is that the keys don't seem to stay put and therefore get lost easily.
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Accessories - Though cordless drills come with a battery charg er and screwdriver bit, many of the models have an extensive line of accessories. Porter-Cable offers a charger that runs off a 1 2v car battery-handy for using tools at a powerless job site. But before you rush out and buy all the gadgets, get the single most



important extra: a second battery. Waiting for the battery to re charge is the curse of cordless tools. In our shop, we always make sure there's a fresh battery in the drill and another in the charger. Besides the usual assortment of fancy drill bits and screw tips, there are a few items worth buying. First is a magnetic screw driver bit. Its magnet holds the screw by the head and leaves your other hand free to guide the drill. Tool holsters are available for most drills to keep a drill within reach. A molded-plastic or sheet- metal carrying case is a must if you often work outside the shop. Some cases afford storage space for not only the drill and charger, but also for an extra battery and an assortment of bits. Some cases though, like Skit's, are overly bulky.



The testing-My shopmates and I had a chance to test the cord less drills in the survey both in the shop, where we make custom furniture and millwork, and on the job site, where we do remodel ing and finish-carpentry. After months of use, we performed two tests on all the drills to see how they compared in drilling and screw-driving capability. First, we drained the battery packs stone dead and then fully recharged them. In the screw-driving test, each drill was used to drive a 2 % - in. drywall screw into the edge of a 2x4. We'd run the screws in and out (counted as one) until the drill wouldn't run another. Most drills gave out with little warning. In fact, any cordless drill's battery puts out fairly constant voltage until the charge is depleted, then it runs out suddenly. This is a good argument for having an extra charged battery on hand at all times. After recharging the batteries, we drilled as many %- in. holes through the thickness of a 2x4 as possible on a single charge. The drilling potential of most cordlesses was comparable to their screw-driving capability, but there are differences in performance due to gearing and speed range. When you look at the test results compiled in the chart on p. 56, remember that we pushed these tools to the limit, not something the occasional user will be likely to do, and not all the drills are in the same price range or designed for professional use. Also, cordless tool manufacturers claim that a battery pack might take four or five charging cycles to develop its full capacity, so your results may differ from our test. Before we started the testing, we thought we could pick the best drill on the basis of performance and technical specifications alone. But after the tests, it was the minor differences that deter mined our preferences. Things like the weight or number of clutch settings weren't nearly as important as the ease of oper ation of the controls. Little design features made some tools feel like high-tech wonders, while others seemed like relics. Here are some observations about the drills we tried:



AEG EZ-506- This modern-looking drill has some nice features. The placement and action of the forward/reverse switch (just over the thumb when grasping the tool) is great for a right hander, and the variable-speed trigger is smooth. The AEG houses its battery pack in the rear of the body, making for a smaller handle but increasing the length of the drill conSiderably, offsetting one's grip and spoiling the drill's balance. The AEG's relatively low gearing makes it slow to use, but the testing showed it to have good drilling and screwing capability for a 7. 2v model. The bit and chuck-key storage container in the grip is a nice idea, but impractical for quick access. The AEG and the M ilwaukee have elec tronic feedback circuits to keep motor speed at an optimum RPM.
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Black Decker 1985 -This drill features good balance and a well-placed forward/reverse switch on the side of the grip. The single speed range didn't seem a drawback, and the drill ran



smoothly and quietly. The 1 985 is the only drill in the survey with a cast-metal (not plastic) gear housing, which probably has great durability, but the metal did get hot enough during con tinuous use to be uncomfortable to touch. The clutch adjuster behind the chuck is hard to turn.



Bosch 92 1VSR-The Bosch is a lightweight drill that's comfort able to hold, with your hand naturally grasping the body in line with the chuck. Its variable-speed trigger and front twist ring for clutch adjustment are well designed and well built, and the drill's relatively small size makes it maneuverable. This 9.6v cordless drill is almost identical to the discontinued 7.2v model, the 1 92 1 VSR, which we originally tested. The 9 2 1 VSR, however, is a much more powerful drill, with better torque and higher RPM in both ranges. The Bosch was great for driving screws and drilling holes, and it had enough torque to perform both tests with the speed selector in high gear. The lever-type forward/reverse switch above the trigger takes some getting used to, but it flips easily, unlike the speed-range slide SWitch, which clunks between settings.



Hitachi DRC-I0- The 7.2v Hitachi drill scored respectably in the screw/drill test. It provided smooth power and didn't stall once during operation. Unfortunately, the drill's long body spoils the balance of the tool. Also, the forward/reverse switch above the trigger is hard to flip with one hand, and we found the trigger guard to be more of a hindrance than a convenience.



aki



ta 609�D -This drill is a strong, thoughtfully designed tool. The drill's grip is comfortable and balanced, though it houses the drill's large 9.6v battery. The Makita has a convenient forward/reverse switch on the back of the grip that's thumb-oper able with either a left or right hand. Though it was one of the leading performers in the testing, it did stall occasionally and trip its built-in thermal fuse, designed to prevent overheating. But this only happened when we pushed the drill very hard for the test. M



Also, the clutch was sometimes difficult to engage into the direct drive position. The metal carrying case available for the Makita is compact yet spacious enough for the drill, charger, extra battery and scads of drills and screw bits.



Metabo D80I2VSR-This drill, manufactured in West Germany, feels well made and ergonomically designed. It's also well balanced and easy to grip. The Metabo ran through our screw/drill tests smoothly, and it performed extremely well for a 7.2v drill. It does feature a screw-driving bit holder, which replaces the chuck and shortens the drill. The chief complaints about the Metabo are that the speed-range knob requires a lot of force to twist, and the extra-large chuck-key that clips to the top of the drill for storage can get in the way. The behind-the-chuck clutch adjuster works smoothly, but the hanging clip at the rear of the body was a nui sance, so we removed it immediately.



Mil



waukee 02 12-1 -The Milwaukee cordless drill had more than-adequate power, but the plastic body felt flimsy and the handle was awkward to grip. Also, its gears made a grinding noise that sounded like someone shaking a bag of marbles. The Milwau kee's clutch (same as the one used on the AEG) was one of the smoothest we tested, though lower torque settings were very weak and suited only for driving the smallest of screws. Porter-Cable 800-Aside from having a 9.6v battery, this drill is almost a carbon copy of the Metabo D80/2VSR, with exactly the same body. The Porter-Cable incorporates a shorter clutch collar,
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Cordless drill test Drill, model number



List price, (extra battery)



Batter.y voltage



Speed range



Chuck capacity



Clutch settings



Carrying case



A EG EZ



$ 1 94 ($48.42)



7.2v



Variable 1 00 to 600



1 / 1 6 to 3/8**



5 plus



O ptio n a l plastic case



Black & Decker 1 985



$1 99 ($48.35)



9.6v



Variable to 800



1 /1 6 to 3/8



Botch 921VSR



$230 ($49)



9.6v



Variable H I , 0 to 900 LO, 0 to 400



1 /1 6 to 318



Hitachi DRC-1 0



$ 1 86 ($44)



7 .2v



2 speed 300 or 650



8083Dldta 8OI2



$1 24 ($48)



9.6v



Metabo D VSR



$274.95 ($47)



7.2v



MIlwaukee,



$229 ($6 1 .75)



9.6v



0212·1



Porter-Cable, 800



$230 ($60)



Ryobi, BD-1025R



$ 1 93 ($63)



-506



Ma



(RPM)



d i rect



Test results Holes lscrews drilled driven



69 / 78



Plastic case with model 1 987



1 02 / 99



5 plus d i rect



Plastic case



1 03 / 1 1 1



1 / 1 6 to 3/8



5 plus d i rect



None



66 / 90



Variable* HI, 0 to 1 , 1 00 LO, 0 to 400



1 / 1 6 to 318



5 plus d i rect



Metal case with model



76 / 1 05



Variable H I , 0 to 700 LO, 0 to 250



1 /64 to 3/8



Variable H I , 1 70 to 1 ,000 LO, 50 to 300



1 /1 6 to 318



9.6v



2 speed* 350 or 1 ,000



9.6v



2 speed 350, 1 , 1 00



o



4 plus



d i rect



6093DW



None



79 1 77



O ptional, plastic case



73 / 57



d i rect 1 /64 to 3/8



Di rect o r hammer



Metal case with model 9800



1 01 / 65



1 /32 to 3/8



4 plus



Metal case with model



73 / 88



5 plus



d i rect 5 plus



di rect



BD·1 025R K



Sears, 1 1 1 32



$79.95 ($29.95)



9.6v



SIdI, 2735



$2 1 0* * * ($55)



1 2v



*Electnc brake



* * Keyless chuck optional



Variable to 600



1 /1 6 to 3/8



Variable H I , 0 to 1 ,650 LO, 0 to 500



1/16 to 318



o



3 plus



None



1 34 / 1 1 4



Plastic case



90 / 94



di rect 4 plus



d i rect



" 'Pnce Includes case and extra battery



shortening its length, but it has the Metabo's shortcomings of stiff speed-range change and a giant chuck-key. The 800 model is a torque monster, and it drilled the highest number of holes during the testing, though it didn't do nearly as well driving screws. This power comes at the expense of weight: At 4.5 Ibs., the Porter-Cable 800 is the heaviest drill in the survey. It is the only drill we tried with a hammer action for drilling in masonry. For its high price, the Porter-Cable is missing variable speed and an adjustable clutch, and it gives you only direct drive and hammer settings. But the 800 model and the Makita 6093D are the only drills in the survey with an electric brake that gives control for bit start ing and screw driving.



Ryobi BD-I02 5R- The 9.6v Ryobi is a solid, powerful tool



even though it doesn't offer variable speed or an adjustable clutch. It's also compact: Next to the Sears, it's the shortest drill we tested. Like the Metabo, Bosch and Porter-Cable, the Ryobi has a hand groove at the back of the body for gripping in-line with the chuck. The problem is, it's hard to press the trigger while holding the groove. The Ryobi's forward/reverse switch is easy manage, either right- or left-handed, and the slide speed range switch is positive and easy to engage. The Ryobi has a knurled chuck (also featured on the Porter-Cable) that is easy to grip and hand-tighten. This is a no-frills tool, but it has a few handy features, like a bit storage compartment.



to



the drill has poor balance and a flimsy feel. The forward/reverse switch was very hard on the finger and felt like it was going to break off whenever switched. Also, the drill we tested would sometimes give only a high and low speed, not the continuous variable range it's supposed to. The Sears has three clutch set tings, and even the highest setting slipped during the screw test, so direct drive had to be used. This is not a professional-duty drill, but it offers a lot of features and performs a lot of work for the low price tag.



Skit 2 73 5 -The Skil model 2735 replaces the discontinued 2725, a c1utchless 7.2v drill that performed poorly in our screw/drill test. With its 1 2v battery, the newer Skil model (called the "Top Gun") features the highest-voltage battery in the sample and also the highest RPMs. However, we did kill the battery by using it continuously, and then recharging it before it could cool down. Although higher voLtage batteries are more susceptible to thiS, charging any hot battery is not a good idea. The Skil is also felt to be poorly balanced, with a grip we found hard to hold comfort ably for any length of time. Also, the recessed forward/reverse switch located above the trigger would get stuck occasionally while shifting. However, the speed-range switch on top of the drill body and the clutch adjuster knob on the underside of the body both operated smoothly and without fail. D Mark White is a woodworker and runs FineLine Woodworking
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1 1 1 32 - Despite its low RPMs and limited torque, the 9.6v Sears achieved the highest results in the screw/drill test. Even so,
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in Boxboro, Mass. His employees assisted with writing and test ing for this article.



Cabriole Knees The tools help design the ca by Mack Headley



T



he leaf pattern on the cabriole leg shown here is an adap tation of one found on a chair from the 1 740s. At that time in the United States, as well as in England, there was gen eral agreement about what constituted good furniture design. And in the 1 8th century, good design was almost always based on the styles and forms of classical antiquity. But even within the confines of these traditions, an individual carver could elaborate or simplify the specific details, depending on his own notion of the kind of carving that was appropriate for a certain piece. Today it's not easy for us to fully understand the depth of classi cal education and taste in the 1 8th century, and it's difficult for us to embrace the senSibility of the cabinetmakers (and their clients) of that time. Yet the surviving works of the period, as seen in museums and in the excellent books depicting such collections, can serve as a pattern book for any carver. Even if you don't want to duplicate the 1 8th-century work, these collections offer a re pository of design styles. And, a close study of these works gives us a glimpse of the techniques used by these early carvers, who had to meet demanding standards, yet still work effiCiently enough to make a living. For example, the shapes and sizes of the tools available to the carver played a large role in determining the design and the speed with which the piece could be carved. The original of the carving that I will discuss here is an exam ple of a strong, uncomplicated design, with the bold reflective surfaces and flowing lines that would have been expected on carved leafage. Its carver was an economical and experienced workman with high standards, who knew how to maximize the carving's three-dimensional look despite the limitation of having to work with relatively shallow cuts on the shaped surfaces. Before going on to the details of foliage work, it's worth noting



Drawing: David Dan



Bandsaw along



Adapt details to suit curves your tools.
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Top view: leg with rails
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Left, a template is made by cutting the outlines with the tools that will be used for the carving. Right, a line of stop cuts, to prevent chipping, is made around the penciled template out-



line in the same manner as the template itself is cut. Here, the background is being leveled down in a series of cuts to full depth. Stop cuts are deepened as necessary.



that a knee carving such as the one shown in figure 1 need not be restricted to chairs: It would work well on a tea table and could be adapted to the long, curved knees of a tripod table. In all these cases, the majority of the curves in the leg flow along the level of the carving's background. Thus all curves appear to be continu ous beneath the foliage, and the widest part of the knee below the carving is thinner than it would be on an uncarved leg. Th�re is plenty of bulk in this area to ensure a strong leg, however, and the curve can be gently shaped to blend into an ankle about the same thickness as the ankle on an uncarved leg. The actual knee- carving process can be broken down into five steps. The same steps can be applied to other types of carving as well. First, a full-leg template is cut, and the design is marked out. Second, another template or pattern for the carving is made and the leg. I cut the templates and patterns with my transferred carving tools to ensure that these tools can form all the shapes in the design. I have a fairly good selection of tools in my kit, as discussed below, so this isn't generally a limitation; actually, the tools are a great aid in controlling both the design layout and its execution. The third step is to cut vertical stop cuts on the leg around the perimeter of the design and carve out the background areas. Fourth, the main shapes of the leaves are incised and the sur faces carved smooth. Fifth, the veining and other detailing is cut.



draw the leg template full-size and then draw the foliage upon it to establish the general form and flow of the leaves. The foliage pattern generally begins with the somewhat tedious copying of carved foliage depicted in 1 8th-century design books. Copying is easier if you lay out the designs on grids of various proportions, yet the leaves must still retain the flow and appear correctly bal anced. As a general principle, lines and veins should emanate from a logical point of origin, such as the main stem of the leaf, and flow smoothly, fanning out to their full spread with a bal anced progression and then reducing toward the tips. The shapes I use in drawing the foliage conform to the sweeps of various gouges in my kit. I rely on a few broad gouges of relat ed sweeps to help establish the broad shapes, a few narrower gouges whose curves flow comfortably into the wider ones and several smaller tools for detailing. My basic kit includes 1 2mm and 30mm #3 sweep gouges; 71t6- , %-, %-, 1 - and 1 %- in. # 5 gouges; 1/4_ a n d % - i n . # 7 gouges; a lis-in. #8 veiner and a 3/16-in. #9 gouge. Flat chisels of various widths, as well as a scraper or two, are handy for smoothing background areas and working in tight spots. If a line doesn't exactly conform to a gouge's sweep, or if I want to expand or contract a curve, I can roll the gouge around the curve like a wheel, steering it as I go. Working with a set of tools rather than against it is, along with sharpness, a key element in successful carving.



to



Drawing foliage with tools - In the initial planning stages, it is



to



envision the effect you wish your carving to have. important Drawing is the best way to define these shapes, thus reducing the chance of careless blunders or dead ends during the actual carv ing. Drawing skills are also important to the carver, because it can be difficult to fit templates and patterns around curved sur faces. Usually the pattern can be used to establish the main lines, but the details must be drawn directly on the wood. The flow of the foliage should complement the curves of the knee, as outlined on the full-leg template, which is used to draw the lines for bandsawing the blank. The first step, therefore, is to
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g the leg After bandsawing the basic leg shape, I Roun din
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round the surfaces with a spokeshave to bring out the flow of the leg. Shaping the leg below the area to be carved provides a refer ence surface to work from in shaping the foliage area, which must be proud of the main line of the leg. With cabriole legs, the carving should blend with both the leg's vertical curve and its horizontal plane. The point of the knee begins flat at its junction with the upper post of the leg, and wood is gradually removed in a broad, convex curve. Hold a crisp line down the top two-thirds of the area to be



The main elements of the individual leaves are separated with a gouge whose curvature matches the desired profile. Because of the curves of the pattern, at times, one half of the



cut may be with the grain while the other half is against it. The solution is to take light cuts on the side that is cutting well, changing direction as necessary.



carved, then make a transition to a 'l's-in. half-round for the lower third. You want the foliage area to stand about Vs in. above the leg surface at the tip of the lowest central leaf. The fullest point of the knee is lowered % in. on each face in a gradual convex curve beginning at a point about two-thirds of the leg width back from the front of the knee. Extra wood must be left for carving the foliage at the top of the leg, where it meets the post, and for carving the volute at the back of the leg. The leg at its widest point, indud ing the projection of the carved area, should be in proportion to the chair or other piece of furniture supported by the leg.



facing page). When all is well, use hand pressure alone to outline the carving with the appropriate gouge shapes. The cuts should be perfectly vertical or slightly undercut. These stop cuts will allow the background to be carved away without chipping the border lines of the leaves. In tight corners, you can also make the stop cuts by smoothly sliCing with the point of a knife. In the initial stages, don't worry about the surface of the background; concentrate on preserving the border of your leafage. After reaching the depth of the initial gouge cuts, make another series in. so the of stop cuts. To lower the background the full surface appears to flow into the line of the lower leg, you'll have to go around the whole design at least twice. Because of the knee's shape, changes in grain direction are inevitable. Work with or across the grain whenever possible. Keep tools sharp. Prepare the final background using flat chisels of varying widths. The widest chisels pOSSible, in a given area, will ensure the most uniform, even surface. Final smoothing of the background can be done with narrow cabinet scrapers. You should not be too finicky. Traditional carvers often left some chisel marks on background surfaces. In addition, a scraped surface is not as reflective as the surface left by a crisp chisel cut. You can minimize the chatter marks commonly seen on a scraped surface by making alternating diagonal passes with the tool. This technique will prevent you from accentuating the marks left by the previous pass.



Leaf template - In addition to the customary whole-leg tem plate used to trace the lines to be bandsawn, I recommend you make another template or pattern to transfer the carving design to the wood. The carver who made the original leg would have been so familiar with this design that he could work without a pattern. After all, even if he produced only one set of a dozen chairs of this pattern, the symmetry of each knee would have re quired him to repeat the leafs sculpture and detail 24 times. lf you don't have the dexterity developed through numerous rep etitions of the same pattern, though, you'll find that a template will be invaluable in helping you avoid mistakes. As previously discussed, you should cut out the template using your carving tools, as shown in the top, left photo on the facing page. If the pattern is based on a two-dimensional drawing, as appears to be the case with much 1 8th-century design, the pattern will have to be adjusted to account for the extra 3/1 6 in. or so added by the curve from the protrusion of the knee to the leg post. This can be accounted for by transferring the major hori zontal elements from the pattern to the frontal curve, then sketching in extended vertical lines to complete the outside shape. The shaping of the front of the leg removes any reference points for orienting a template, but you can line it up by eye. After sketching in all the details, double-check the lines against your tools to be sure they still fit (see the top, right photo on the
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Carvin



g the leaves -After the background has been carved to depth, sketch the main flow lines of the leaves, and use a gouge to bring out each leafs overall contours, as shown in the photo above. To give the strongest impression of movement, make a deep concave cut in each leaf, along the outside of its arc from the volute, as shown above. While cutting these low dreas on each of the three major leaves, preserve the full height of the leaf above the background at the extreme inner edge of each arc. Cutting to the full depth of your raised work at the peak of each arc, the concave cuts should diminish to half the raised depth as
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Above, a wide gouge ofproper sweep is the best toolfor defin ing knee s , even when working in cramped areas such as here-the background at the top of the knee block. The light yet broad slices level such areas uniformly. Below left, the con-



the hape



toured flow of the leaf groups should be carefully smoothed (here with a scraper) before detail carving begins. Below right, a gouge, used bevel up, finishes up a diminishing curve that was begun by wider ones in the set.



�-



the cuts end at the leaf tips and begin on the kneeblock. The concave cuts of the two leaves at the highest arc should diverge from a single cut at their beginning, at the top of the kneeblock, to two separate cuts for the center and lowest inside leaf. Challenging changes in grain occur as the concave cuts move from the top of the knee downward. Regardless of which direction the cuts are made, half of the gouge cuts will be against the grain because of the way the pattern's curve meets the grain direction. A sharp tool will minimize the tearout, but it'll probably be necessary to cut from both directions to get a smooth surface. Skewing the tool slightly will also produce a cleaner cut, because the tool can slice instead of wedge into the wood. In any case, the juncture of the two cuts should meet at the low point of the curve. The vein ing of the leaves will later help remove any awkward transitions. A broad, convex gouge cut should run from the full-raised height on the inside arc of each leaf to meet the bottom of the concave cut, with a clean transition between the two curves. The broad convex surface will catch light on a broad plane, while the quick convex curve will either reflect a fine line of light or throw a deep shadow, depending on the direction of the lighting. Through out the process, the carver should strive for fluid gouge cuts, which produce the brightest, clearest and most continuous reflective sur faces. The best surface can be achieved by matching the gouge to the desired curve. Use the widest gouges possible at all times, as shown in the photo at left. The cut of a single gouge can be ex tended by cutting while holding the gouge on the diagonal, which will narrow the width of the cut and increase the arc of the curve. The eye of the volute should be shaped as shown with a broad convex curve. Individual gouge cuts are also made to give the tip of the two internal leaves the impression of flipping back on them selves. This is accomplished by a concave cut on the inside of each leafs hooked bottom with the continuation of the leafs major broad convex curve preserved at the leafs very tip. The shaping of the lowest lobe of the volute should be a continuation of the convex arc that runs around the innermost arc. The two small leaves at Below left, veining is cut into the contoured sUiface with an appropriate gouge_ The same concerns regarding grain di rection apply as with larger tools_ Below right, strong side lighting on the finished knee shows not only the crispness of



the top of the kneeblock should be relieved with medium-sweep concave cuts that terminate in. to in. short of the leaves' uppermost points, preserving the full background depth. Make sure the contoured surface is as smooth as possible. Al though the detail carving to come will cut much of this surface away, enough of it will remain to define the overall flow. If you try to smooth this later, the carving may end up looking uncertain. When the flow of the leaves has been established, the veining and other details can be cut in, as shown in figure 1 on p. 57 and in the two middle photos below. The veins should emerge from the volute and slowly separate as they move toward the end of the leaves. The sculptural effect of the leaves turning to the out side of their arc and flipping under at their tips can be reinforced by holding the major weight of the veining high on the arc of the leaves. The veins should end just short of the tip of each leaf, with the central vein of the two major central leaves just entering the leaf- tip area. This lowest central vein is flanked by a slightly higher vein on the outside of the arc and by the highest vein on the inside arc. The arrangement of the inside and outside lobes of the leaves again emphasizes the impression of movement.
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Finis g up -Sandpaper isn't much help in producing even, re flective surfaces and crisp outlines and shadows. Sanding will usually round off the transition of details and give an amorphous and doughy character to the work. Until you've had enough prac tice in sharpening and tool use to cut the wood cleanly with gouges alone, you can blend any slight surface irregularities with cabinet scrapers. Fine files, rifilers or shaped-hardwood burnishers are also useful for polishing carved surfaces. The broad surfaces of carvings on exposed knees and the backs of chairs have usually worn from use, producing a level of polish probably not given, but likely antiCipated, by their original carvers.
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Mack Headley is a ter cabine er at Colonial Williamsburg in Virginia He te about shell carving in light and shadow possible in low-relief carving, but also the general planes and curves that underlie the detailing_ Defin ing and smoothing these shapes was done before any of the fine-detail carving began_
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Out a Finish



Fine abrasives, soap and elbow grease by Michael Dresdner



any finishers opt to save time by not rubbing out the final finish coat of a completed piece. As a consequence, running your hand over an otherwise flawless tabletop reveals the existence of tiny specs of dust and other particles cropping up defiantly but invisibly from the plane of the finish. High-quality furniture deserves better than this. A creamy- looking satin finish, for example, should have a sensual smoothness that conveys to the fingers the very image it presents to the eye. I don't think you can achieve this special visual and tactile quality without rubbing out. I'll get to the specifics shortly, but as a quick overview, rubbing a finish is the process of abrading away any small imperfections in the surface so it is completely smooth and level, with uniform sheen. The surface is sanded with fine paper and then rubbed with a lubricant and a fine abrasive to p roduce a subtle but even pattern of m i n u t e scratches. The difference between gloss and satin rubbing i s one o f degree: The coarser t h e rubbing material, the deeper the scratch pattern it creates. The glossiness of a finish is a function of the amount of light that is reflected and the direction in which it is reflected. Think for a moment of a bright new aluminum pot: You can see your face in it almost as well as in a mirror, because the light hitting its polished surface is reflected straight back to your eyes. The same pot, as scouring pads and oxidation begin to etch its surface, be comes gradually less reflective, because light hitting the surface bounces off randomly. Finally, after a few years, the minute scratch pattern covers the surface completely, and the pot is not reflective at all. In a satin finish, the scratch pattern is quite obvi ous, looking somewhat like the pattern in so-called brushed brass and other metals. In fact, a top rubbed to a satin sheen will look different depending on whether it is viewed head on, with the scratches going toward and away from your line of Sight, or from the side, with the scratches crossing horizontally. While one can change the sheen of a finish by rubbing (such as when removing the plastic-like glare from some polyurethanes), it is a good idea to begin with a finish that's already at the intend ed level of gloss or flatness. Some shops finish tabletops in gloss and then rub them down to satin in the conviction that gloss lacquer or varnish is harder, and therefore more durable, than satin. While this may be partially true, the difference is not sig nificant to justify the added work. Gloss lacquer is clearer than satin, however, so rather than building up the entire finish with satin lacquer, just spray a healthy margin of satin topcoats over a gloss base. Rub carefully to avoid cutting through. Keep in mind that there is no sense in trying to save any im properly applied finish by rubbing. If the final coat is not smooth and level, scrape or sand it flat and recoat.
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ard cure -



s Virtually any finish can be rubbed, provided it is thick enough (rubbing does remove some finish) and it is cured. Air-drying finishes, both evaporative ones like lacquer or shellac, and polymerizing ones like oil or polyester, generally dry from the outside in; they may still be soft underneath even though they have formed a dry skin. The curing time will depend on the material as well as on how thick the finish is and how quickly it was applied. For example, a six-mil-thick (0.006 in.) lacquer fin ish that was applied in six thin coats over a six-day period (one coat per day) will cure considerably faster than the same six-mil coating applied in three sprayings within one day, primarily be cause there is less solvent entrapment. If your thumbnail can leave an impression in the film, it is not yet ready for rubbing. Non-air-drying finishes, such as catalyzed lacquer or conver sion varnish, usually cure much more quickly, often overnight, and the cure time is not affected by the film thickness. Because they cure through a chemical reaction, they harden uniformly rather than from the outside inward. The quick-and-easy test to figure out whether or not a catalyzed finish has set up enough to rub is to scuff a sample area with 320-grit sandpaper. If the sand paper clogs up with gummy clots, it is not ready to rub. Manufac turer's directions provide important clues. For example, we use one type of catalyzed lacquer in our shop that dries as fast as regular, but it takes seven days to cure. While it will pass the sandpaper test in a day or two and can be rubbed then, much better results are obtained by waiting past the seventh day. Certain oil varnishes, and shellacs used for violin finishes, con tain chemicals that keep the finish flexible even after it has dried. These finishes can be difficult or impossible to rub out, but it's sometimes possible to do it after they've been topcoated with a # 58). thin layer of shellac applied by French polishing (see H
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ts Before rubbing, the finish should ives and lubri be cured and level without a lot of brush marks or orange peel, but it probably will have some tiny dust pimples. Remove these by lightly sanding with the grain; for a low-luster, open-pore finish, 320-grit self-lubricating paper is adequate (such as 3M's Tri-M-ite Fre-Cut). For filled-pore or medium- to high-gloss finishes, how ever, it's best to work up to 600-grit wet-or-dry sandpaper with a lubricant (we use naptha or mineral spirits). Most any lubricant can be used with the sandpaper provided it does not harm or redissolve the particular finish. long as the scratch pattern goes in one direction (with the grain), it will diffract light evenly and give a smooth satiny ap pearance. The scratching is done either with 0000 steel wool or 3M's grey ScotchBrite ( 3M, 3M Center, Contractor Products, Bldg. 223- 4N-06, St. Paul, Minn. 5 5 1 44- 1 000; 6 1 2- 733- 1 1 40), the Ab



As



Rubbed satin finish



Rubbed gloss finish



This sample board shows, from left to right, satin lacquer as sprayed;



Far right shows moderate orange peel in gloss



next has been sanded with 320-grit paper followed by dry steel wool;



lacquer. Sanding with 600-grit paper produces a flat



third has been rubbed with steel wool and a lubricant; fourth has been



surface (center), which can be polished with



rubbed with steel wool using polishing compound.



automotive rubbing and polishing compounds (left).



finest grade. A void using steel wool with visibly uneven fibers; it will cause deep scratches. As with sandpaper, the abrasive pad is kept from clogging by a lubricant. There are many possibilities here, but I'll just offer four. Probably the most common is Wol-Wax (pronounced wool wax), available from Star Chemical Company, 360 Shore Drive, Hinsdale, Ill., 6052 1 ; ( 3 1 2 ) 654-8650. It is a translucent gelat inous paste that turns into soapy suds when mixed with water. Contrary to its name, it is not a wax, but just furniture soap, and as such, offers the bonus of cleaning your hands while you work. My favorite is No. 6 1 Dull Wax Polish (available in gallons only, from Industrial Finishing Products, 465 Logan St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 1 1 208; 7 1 8- 277- 3 3 3 3 ). Unlike the water-base Wol-Wax, it is a dark-brown wax-base liquid that can be used right from the can or diluted with naptha. Referred to as "black wax" in the indus try, its dark color makes it ideal for rubbing open-pore finishes on dark woods such as walnut or mahogany, where a light-color lubricant might leave an obvious white residue in the pores. A similar but more commonly available alternative to black wax is Butcher's Wax thinned with naptha. Finally, there is automotive rubbing or polishing compound, which when used with steel wool, leaves a slightly more polished surface-sort of a semi-gloss rub-after its residue has been buffed off. This is due to the fine abrasive in the compound. Of the four, the automotive com pound leaves the most obvious residue and should therefore not be used with open-pore finishes. I'll talk more about compounds in the section on rubbing to a gloss finish. In my shop, these new materials have almost displaced the old method of g powdered abrasives as pumice (for or rottenstone (for gloss) with light oil or water on a felt pad. These are messier, and the pumice can clump up. Nevertheless, I often use pumice for spot rubbing, using my bare fingers and palm (for maxi mum control) with water or oil to feather out a problem area.
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mixin dry,



such



satin)



fini sh-Top surfaces, being the most obvious, require the greatest care. The edges of the piece present a prob lem: Because of surface tension, a wet finish tends to pull away from a sharp edge, leaving the finish thinner there. Normal rub bing strokes, allowed to roll over the edge at the end of the stroke, will cut through. If this happens, there is no quick the only proper solution is to clean off the piece and recoat the area. Out of a natural caution to avoid rubbing through, it is easy to shortchange areas such as the short edges of a tabletop. For this reason, I start by dipping the abrasive pad into the lubricant and carefully rubbing 8 in. to l O in. of the ends of a tabletop with short strokes, working with the grain and keeping the pad flat to avoid breaking through the film on the corner.



Rubbing a satin
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Photo: Michele Rus el Sla\'insky



fix;



Now, with edges done, you can rub out the top. With both hands stacked above the pad and pressing flat, rub with long, straight strokes with the grain, starting at one edge and overlap ping strokes in much the same pattern you would use when spraying, but with more (90%) overlap per pass. Avoid making arcs with the pad, and try to go all the way to the ends without touching the sharp corners. On a top, I like to repeat this process, going side to side from bottom to top and back again at least six times to ensure ample overlap and uniformity. Be liberal with the lubricant, rewetting frequently, and don't be shy about applying the pressure; rubbing a top is a respectable aerobic workout. Where two pieces of wood join with grain going in different directions, such as a miter joint or a butt joint, it is best to pro tect one of the members with masking tape while you rub the other. Similarly, a bullnose on a tabletop should follow the grain; roll over the edge at the ends of the boards, and go along the sides. On smooth turned legs, it is easiest to wrap your hand and abrasive pad around the leg and go up and down with the grain. On an intricately turned spindle, it is better to rub around the circumference, as you would you were sanding the piece on the lathe. Endgrain can go whatever way looks best. After rubbing, wipe off the excess lubricant while it's still wet (to avoid leaving a using a clean, soft, dry cloth. I prefer washed, bleached cheesecloth, because it doesn't scratch, is lint-free and ab sorbs moisture well. you've used a wax-base lubricant and not removed it adequately, the surface will look smeary and take finger prints easily. Sprinkle the surface with water (it bead up like rain on a newly waxed car), take a fresh pad and lightly make one more even pass. You'll notice the wax accumulation on the pad, and the water beads will break up and not regroup. Dry it as above. Now take a step back and admire your work. Depending on which way the light hits the top, it should look like the even  ness of brushed metal with no excessively shiny or dull spots. Now for the best part. Run your hands over the surface. Nice, huh ? Your hands should skate across the surface smoothly, with little friction or resistance, and it should feel smooth and "soft" to your touch. That feeling is the lure of a well-rubbed finish.
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h - Rubbing a finish to gloss is a lot like rubbing to satin, only more so. It takes more time, more work, requires more finish thickness, and more things can go wrong. A gloss finish is like a mirror; it shows every imperfection, adds depth and reflects a great deal of light, so it must be clear, hard, dry and-because gloss rubbing tends to remove more material comparatively thick. As a general rule, the more brittle a film is, and the drier, the higher the gloss to which it can be rubbed. Because most gloss lacquers do not do a very good job of seal-



Rubbing a gloss
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ing the wood, the first few coats will necessarily be some sort of



It may seem a backward step to dull a gloss finish before pol



sealer, but the bulk of the film should be gloss so you don't risk



ishing it, but this is absolutely necessary to show imperfections.



rubbing through the topcoat into the duller film beneath.



As soon as you start sanding, all of the low spots, pits and other



Because gloss illuminates irregularities, such finishes are usually



defects, will stand out as bright areas. These must be sanded



restricted to fiUed- or closed-pore woods. On porous woods,



down level, or the final finish will have the appearance of a fun



such as walnut and mahogany, the grain should be mled with a



house mirror. Squeegee the area that you are sanding frequently



inkin



g material that does not redissolve with the application



with your thumb or a bit of rubber to remove the mm so you can



of the finish coat. It is always wise to use a nonreactive material,



check your progress; you are removing finish, so you don't want



nonshr



such as a mler containing silex, rather than attempt to fill the



to go any further than necessary, but you do want to remove all



pores by sanding back successive coats of lacquer, a method that



of the flaws. When the dullness of the surface is perfectly flat and



will significantly extend the mm's curing time and cause the



even, it is time to graduate to rubbing compound. In contrast to finishing materials, where industrial suppliers of



pores to sink when the finish is buffed. High-gloss rubbing, or buffing, generates a good bit of friction,



ten provide materials that are better and fresher than those found



and thus heat, so it is especially important that the fmish be com



in hardware stores, the rubbing compounds available off the shelf



pletely cured. An uncured finish scratches easily and seems to



in automotive stores appear to be identical to those available in



resist getting really shiny. The thumbnail test is a good guideline



bulk from finishing-supply houses. Two grades are commonly



here, and it is always better to err on the side of safety. On a gloss



available. The coarser-grit paste, usually orange in color, is called



nitrocellulose or butyrate fmish, I generally like to wait about six



rubbing compound, while the finer white paste is generally referred



weeks after the last sprayed coat. Again, different fmishes require



to as polishing compound. The color is not necessarily indicative



different cure times. At the opposite end of the spectrum, there



of grit, though; I used to buy a black polishing compound for use



are many gloss polyesters that are ready to buff in 48 hours or



on ebony and dark finishes. The coarser-grit paste will remove



less. Of course, you can convince yourself that a finish is ready to



material faster, hence defects and scratches as well, but must be



buff when it should by rights sit longer, and the finish will be,



followed by the finer polishing paste to bring the surface up to



strictly speaking, gloss. But, you will notice that the longer a mm



the higher .shine and to remove the minute scratches left by the



is left to cure, the easier the work and the brighter the gloss. On



coarser grit. Depending on how finely the surface was sanded (or



large-pore woods, this extra waiting time also allows the lacquer



in those rare cases when you can buff right off the spray gun), you



in the pores to settle before they are sanded smooth, so there



might be able to save some time and effort by going directly to the polishing compound. You can always go back to the heavier



will be less pore shrinkage after the final buff. As with satin finishes, there are many variables. The type of



grit



if



the buffing is going too slowly. As with sandpaper, this ma



resin, the amount of plasticizer and several other factors will af



terial is an abrasive and it is removing finish, albeit slowly, so it



fect not only how soon a finish can be buffed, but also the level



stands to reason that the less you remove, the better.



of gloss you can achieve. Waiting time is also affected by the



Surprisingly, the instructions on the rubbing-compound can



thickness of the finish and the way it was applied, as mentioned



are quite adequate. Using a pad of soft, dampened cloth, apply



above. One of the more insidious factors- controlled as much or



some of the compound and rub it in a circular or back-and-forth



more by the finisher than by the finish manufacturer- is the use



motion. You will notice that as long as the mixture remains a slurry,



hinin



of a so-called retarder or blush chaser. Retarder ( usually amyl,



it tends to abrade away finish, but that the actual s



ethyl or butyl acetate; sometimes called banana oil because of its



just at that point when the slurry dries and turns chalky. Although



smell) is frequently added to lacquer in damp weather to prevent



you don't have to rub very hard, it is important to continue buffing



g up occurs



blushing, that annoying whitish haze resulting from moisture



briskly. As the shine comes up, switch to a clean, dry, soft pad to



trapped in the mm. By retarding the drying time of the lacquer



remove the last vestiges of chalky residue and to bring up the



(hence its name ), it appears to allow the moisture to escape. This



final shine. This is the type of work where extra elbow grease



also allows the lacquer more time to flow out, resulting in less



pays off in better results -buffing a gloss finish is a lot of work.



overspray-the rouglmess caused by partially dried lacquer droplets



Because you are trying to eliminate all visible scratches when



settling on already sprayed sections-as well as less orange peel,



polishing to a high gloss, the direction you rub is inconsequen



and results in a generally smoother and glossier sprayed mm.



tial, so rubbing rounded or coved sections can simply be done



Brushing lacquer is often heavily laced with retarder, allowing it



whichever way is most convenient. I l ike to use my bare hands



to be handled more easily and limiting brush marks. However,



dipped into a bit of compound to get into hard- to-reach areas. It



increased drying time also means increased curing time, and a



is easier to feel what you are doing so as to avoid rubbing



finish pumped up with retarder may look glossier off the gun but



through sharp edges, easier to control than a pad in tight spots,



will require more waiting time and be more difficult to buff. If



and I find that for small areas, the finish actually comes up faster.



you are building a gloss finish and are using retarder for its blush



For that little something extra, many people l ike to add a final



chasing properties, you might be wiser to substitute one of the



polishing step with wax or an automotive commercial glazing liq



solvents that tend to eliminate blushing without causing so much



uid. The glazing liquids, many of which contain Silicones, claim to



softening or extending of the cure time, such as



MAK



( methyl



amyl ketone), IBIB ( isobutyl isobutyrate) or "No Blush" solvent,



fill



minute scratches to give the appearance of an even higher shine.



They do impart a shiny glare to the surface, at least temporarily,



which is available from Hood Products, Box 163, Freehold, N.J.



but for good looks and endurance, you probably won't do much



07728; ( 20 1 ) 247- 2 1 77.



better than a well-applied coat of paste wax rubbed out to a shine.



Because gloss sheens are so unforgiving, the surface must be



Now, turn on a bright l ight, step up and look deep into your



virtually perfect before the rubbing starts. Sand the finish with



work. If the rub was right, you'll see your tired but smiling face



fine-grit wet-or-dry paper (at least 600 grit, or fmer if it is avail



staring right back at you. That's what it's all about.



able) and a lubricant that will not redissolve the finish. Water, either plain or slightly soapy, works well for most finishes; for lacquers, I prefer naptha or mineral spirits.
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by Christian Brisepierre



Installing Butt Hinges Fig.



1:



Hinge-setting jig To square corners, register chisel against routed edge, then arc down.



Straight bit



Guide bushing



Countersunk screws



Align shoulder with hinge location scribed on work.



Acrylic plastic, in. thick



V.



Router base Fence



Workpiece have a woodworker friend who jokes that hardware is aptly named because "there's nothing easy about putting it on." It's true that the fitting of hinges and locks comes near the end of a project and a mistake at that stage is particularly annoying. However, there are ways to take the Russian roulette out of hard ware installations. The hinge-recess routing jig described here is a good example. In use, a guide bushing attached to the router base bears against the inside walls of a plastic window while the router's straight bit cuts the hinge recess to exact size and depth. The jig looks deceptively simple, and it's easy to make. Yet it pro vides fail-safe checks for positioning the jig, for setting the depth of the router bit and for correctly positioning the hinge pin, re gardless of the thickness of the work. The jig is made of 'l4-in.-thick acrylic plastic and a hardwood 1 x2, with length to suit. Begin by measuring the hinge and estab lishing the recess size needed for it. Keep in mind that the hinge's knuckJe must protrude from the back of the box to at least the center of the pin; otherwise, the lid will jam against the back of the box. Calculate the window size you'll need, allowing for what ever size guide bushing you plan to use, and scribe it on the plastic. To cut the window, screw a plywood backup fence your tablesaw's miter gauge and hold the plastic vertically against it. Use a fine-tooth blade, and cut slowly. Cut both ends of the win dow first, then clean out the center by making a series of kerfs. Clean up the top of the window by pOSitioning the miter gauge so the plastic is over the highest part of the blade, then slide the plastic slowly from side to side. Screw the plastic to the hardwood fence and rout out a trial recess in scrap. The first pass will leave a recess in the fence, which will later provide a perfect line-up gauge and a bit-depth setting gauge. If the trial recess is too tight, remove the plastic from the jig and enlarge the window slightly. If the recess is too big, shim the edges of the window. Sticky-back copper foil tape



I



to



Drawing: nob La I)oime



of the variety sold for stained-glass work is ideal for reducing the size of the window by just a hair. An alternative is to use stainless steel tape from a local hardware or automotive supply store. The depth of the hinge mortises should be slightly shallower than the hinge leaves. This will ensure that a box lid, for example, does not bind at the back, preventing the front of the lid from closing. The same is true for an inset door: There should be a little space at the hinge side to prevent the door from binding against the hinged side as it closes. When the jig is fine-tuned and the bit depth is just right, clamp the jig to the workpiece, lining up the recess in the fence with the location you have scribed for the hinges. Rout the recesses and clean up the corners with a chisel. One pitfall at this point is that it's possible to drill the screw pilot holes off center. Using a Vix bit will prevent this from hap pening. Vix bits, available in various sizes from most woodworking supply catalogs, consist of a guide tube surrounding a drill bit. The end of the tube is chamfered to perfectly center in the coun tersunk screw holes in the hinge leaves. The drill bit is adjustable for depth. To use a Vix bit, place the hinge in the mortise, center the tube in the leafs screw hole, then plunge the bit to depth. To prevent damage when installing the brass screws, drive steel screws of the same size into the pilot holes first. Then, remove these, polish the hinges and refit with polished brass screws. The real pleasure in following this procedure to install hinges is not just that it works so well, it's that you'll have the jig and the bit for the next time you want to install hinges of that size. These jigs can be devised to suit whatever size hinges you use, and also for many lock mortises. I have no doubt that the principle can be applied to a number of other "easyware" installations as well. D



Christian Brisepierre and his wife, Jeri, own Imported European Hardware in Las Vegas, Nev.
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Fireplace Bellows



Wood and leather conjure up a breeze by Glenn Elvig



didn't plan on going into the bellows-making business. It started about 10 years ago when a friend asked if I would make her a fireplace bellows with a horse's head carved in it. I suggested it would be easier to buy a nice, plain wooden bel lows and just carve the horse's head. But the local stores selling fireplace equipment offered only poorly built, imported bellows that didn't work very well. Carving a horse's head on such a poor product seemed inappropriate at best. I decided to make a bellows from scratch. The design I came up with worked well and was surprisingly easy to build, and I soon realized that a line of fireplace bellows would complement the wood sculptures and carved signs we were making in my studio. Today, we make more than 200 bellows a year for ftreplace stores, gift shops and galleries. They range in price from $75 to $ 3 50. Bellows first appeared sometime in the Middle Ages when blacksmiths used large ones to speed up combustion in their forges. It probably wasn't long after that someone figured a small er bellows would increase the heat from a cooking fire. By the 1 7th century, craftsmen were building ornate hand-bellows, in laid with pewter and mother-of-pearl, for the homes of the rich. But, no matter how fancy the outside of a bellows may be, they all work the same way. In its simplest form, a bellows is nothing more than an inflated



I



bag with a nozzle at one end. Squeezing the bag expels the air. I once saw a Mongolian nomad employ the same principle by trap ping air in a goat skin and then expelling the air through the neck of a broken bottle aimed at her cooking fire. The bellows I make, however, are more attractive and slightly more complicated. They consist of two pear-shape boards joined at their edges by a leather apron, which forms a chamber. The leather apron is wid est at the heel of the bellows and tapers at the nose, where it acts as a hinge to hold the two boards together. The leather apron folds loosely when the bellows collapses and expels air; the leather stretches open as the bellows is inflated. A small piece of leather wrapped around the nozzle makes the bellows chamber airtight and reinforces the hinge. One of the boards has a hole in its center, which is sealed on the inside by a leather flap that forms an inward-opening, one way valve. Opening the bellows creates a vacuum in the chamber that sucks in the leather valve, breaking the seal over the hole and letting air flow into the chamber. Collapsing the bellows pressurizes the chamber, closing the leather valve. As the bellows collapses, tlle air is expelled through the nozzle. I make both small and large bellows, as you can see in the photo below. The pear-shape sides can be easily modified to ac commodate a variety of designs. One thing I've found, however, is



Fig. 1 : Bellows construction



A Nosepiece



B
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Front side Attach leather apron, nosepiece and one-way valve with 'n-in. decorative upholstery tacks.



Apron Nosepiece



Fold the cut leather edges.



Nozzle, type-L copper pipe, in. dia. by 6 in.



3/4



Leather one-way valve, 2% in. by 2% in.



Rawhide shoelace, in. by 30 in.



'Is Dado, % x % x 4



Photo a t left: Michele Russell Slavinskyj drawing: Bob
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Valve hole, 1 '14 in. dia. Pointe
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that people don't like lifting heavy bellows. That's why the large partridge wood bellows shown has cutout sides. Partridge wood is very heavy, but by cutting out the sides and backing them up with leather-covered %- in. lauan plywood, I reduce the weight of the large bellows until it's only 1 2 oz. more than the smaller bel lows. Ideally, a bellows should weigh no more than about 2 Ibs. You might be tempted to build a large bellows right off, but I recommend you start with a 7-in.-dia. bellows. This size provides just about the right amount of forced air to fan the flames in the average fireplace without blowing ashes all over the room.



akin .%



M g the sides -You'll need two pieces of 7-in. by 1 7- in. stock, planed in. thick, for the sides. The smaller bellows shown is butternut, but you can use any hardwood. Before band sawing the sides, I dado a slot in the center of each board just wide enough to accommodate the nozzle, as shown in figure 1 on the previous page. I lay out the pear-shape sides so the nose area on each of the mating halves surrounds its dado. After bandsawing the sides, I sand the sawn edges perfectly smooth and square. I also dri ll the hole shown for the one-way valve and dri ll and countersink a �-in.-dia. hole in the handle for a leather thong. I round over the outer edges of the main body with a router and %- in.-dia. roundover bit, but I leave the inner edges square. The leather apron will cover the inner edges, and the square edge provides a wide surface to drive the tacks into. I round all the edges of the handles to create a comfortable grip, as well as round the edges of the valve hole on the inner and outer surfaces of the bellows sides. After finish- sanding the sides, I lacquer or varnish them.



akin



M g the nozzle - I make the nozzle from a 6-in. length of % - i n . - dia. type - L copper pipe ( avai lable from bui lding- and plumbing-supply outlets ) . The first step is to cut one end of the pipe at a 3(f angle. ( Later, this beveled end will be fastened to the dado with three small sheet-metal screws. ) I peen the nozzle's entire surface, to give it the look of hand-forged iron, and flair its end on an anvil made from a %-in. lag bolt. To make the anvil, saw the threaded end from the lag bolt, then file and sand the sharp edges of the head. Now clamp it horizontally in a vise. Slip the nozzle over the anvil and make small indentations by ham mering the surface with tile round end of a ball- peen hammer. The nozzle has been peened suffiCiently when the indentations begin to overlap and flow together. Place the front end of the nozzle over the anvil's edge at about 30°. Then, carefully peen the metal to flare the final I/S in. of the nozzle. The nozzle is painted flat black. To fasten the nozzle to tile dado in the back side, I drill three Ik in.-dia. holes in the angled end of the pipe, and place it in the dado, angle-side- up. Then, using the holes in the pipe as a guide, I drill three starter holes to keep the wood from cracking and se cure the nozzle with three pan-head sheet- metal screws.
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Cu g and fastening the leather-Bellows leather must be soft and supple enough to fold accordian- like when the bellows collapses yet be strong enough to avoid tearing. Leather is classi fied by ounces per square foot, which correlates directly to its thickness ( 1 oz. equals 1/64 in. ). I've found that 3-oz. to 3 '12-0Z. soft cowhide works best for bellows. The bellows discussed here require about 3 sq. ft. of leather. I buy my leather by the half hide - about 20 sq. ft. to 25 sq. ft.  partly because I build so many bellows, but also because that's the only way most leather suppliers will sell it. Buying smaller amounts may be difficult, but some leather outlets, like Tandy
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Leather Co., occasionally sell scraps. To find a Tandy leather out let in your area, call (800 ) 433- 5546. I start my leather work by cutting out the one-way valve flap, the bellows apron and the nosepiece to the dimensions shown in the drawing. Each of the pieces is attached with '12- in. decora tive upholstery tacks. Begin by tacking the one-way valve in place. It should be mounted loosely enough so it can pull away from the hole as the bellows expands. If the leather is stretched tightly over the hole, the valve won't open. Air, soot and pOSSibly embers will get sucked back into the nozzle. Simply laying the leather on the hole and tacking the four corners creates just the right amount of slack to allow the valve to function smoothly. The next step, upholstering the leather apron to both sides to form the bellows chamber, is the most difficult part of building a bellows. You must pay close attention to several things simulta neously: First, the apron must be mounted symmetrically or the handles will be skewed. Second, the apron must narrow gradually toward the nozzle until the noses are held tightly together. Third, the cut edges of the leather must be folded under to give the bellows a finished look. Fourth, the tacks must be spaced evenly and aligned with each other from side to side. After building hundreds of bellows, I've found it easiest to fasten the apron in place while sitting on the ground, holding a bellows side between my knees. For your first bellows, however, it would be better to clamp the side in a vise. The upholstery tacks are spaced about 1 in. apart. Work with a tender touch as you install the leather, and locate the tacks correctly the first time. Making additional holes by relocating tacks just invites rips later on. I tap the tacks home very lightly with a rawhide mallet to avoid marring the leather and the tack heads. You'll find that the tacks tap easily into the endgrain at the back of the bellows, but the job gets harder in the edge-grain as you work your way around. Begin by clamping the back side, nose-down, in a cloth-cov ered vise so the inside of the bellows faces you. You'll notice the widest points of the leather apron ( marked A and B in the draw ing ) fasten d i rectly under the handles. The narrow points ( marked C and D ) fasten to the nose. Begin by folding the edge of the leather over about '12 in. to hide the cut edge at point A. Then, holding the leather with point A directly under the handle, attach the leather with a tack on each side of the handle. Now remove the side from the vise, fold the rest of the leather edge over on each side of the handle and form the leather around the edge of the bellows. Pinch the leather together at points C and D, as shown in the top, left photo on the facing page. While holding the leather in this pOSition, drive in a few tacks- enough to hold the apron in place-symmetrically around the edge. Now, remount the side nose-down in the vise, but this time, turn the bellows so the outside is facing you and the leather is facing away. Align the handle of the front side with the handle of the back side. Fold the leather to finish the edge at point B and locate pOint B under the front-side handle in line with point A, as shown in the bottom, left photo on the facing page. Attach point B with a tack on each side of the handle, then flip the bellows over so the back-side handle is now held in the vise. Fold the cut edges of the leather over on both sides of the handle and wrap the leather around the front side of the body in the same manner that you did the back side. Before attaching the leather all the way around with tacks, make sure the nose of each side is touching the other and the leather between the two nose sides is taut; otherwise, the hinging action at the nose of the bellows will be loose and the bellows won't work properly. lf tile leather is not taut between each side of tile nose, fold a little extra leather under until the material is taut.



%



At1fz taching the leather-After



the apron has been tacked to each side of the handle and the leather has been folded over in. to finish the edge, the apron is wrapped around the body and pinched together at the nose while tacks are in stalled, as shown in the above photo. In the photo below, the back side of the bellows is placed nose-down in a vise. The two handles are linetl up and the leather apron is ready to be tacked on both sides ofthefront-side handle. To seal thefront of the bellows, the narrow part of the nosepiece is tacked to the back side of the bellows. Then, the leather strip is wrapped around the nose until its widest section covers the tacks that shown in the photo at right. anchor the leather on the wood,
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Once the leather is tacked all around, remove the bellows from the vise and trim off any leather hanging out past the last tacks. With the apron now in place, you can wrap the leather nose· piece around the nozzle. Fold the leather along the short edge of the nosepiece, then, avoiding the dado, tack the two corners of the narrow portion near the center of the nose on the back side. Fold the remaining edges under, as you did with the apron, and wrap the nosepiece around the nozzle to seal the hinge area and to conceal the tacks, as shown in the top, right photo above. Se· cure the nosepiece with three or four tacks around the edge.



Decorative treatments - My bellows are often decorated with carved designs or sculptured inlay. To create the sculptured inlay shown in the photo on p. 66, I scroll·sawed a 5%- in.-dia. circle from the front side and routed the outer edge of the opening with a %-in.-dia. roundover bit. To lay out the pieces for the inlay, I traced the circle on paper, then drew arcs across the cir cle with a french curve to form puzzle-like shapes. I cut out the paper shapes and traced them on various species of different col ored woods. It is important to consider grain orientation, color and compatibility in the design. I scroll· sawed these wooden



pieces, leaving the pencil mark so the pieces would be slightly oversize. The individual pieces were then sanded until they fit tightly together. I used a belt sander to sand convex curves and various sizes of drum sanders to sand concave curves. Once the shaped pieces fit together nicely inside the circle, I rounded the tops of the pieces with the belt and drum sanders to create a pillowy effect. ( A similar technique for sculptural inlay by Tom # 5 1 , pp. 66-67. ) Allen of Silverton, Oreg., is discussed in All the shaping operations were done with 1 00- to 1 20'grit sand ing belts and drums. Then, all the pieces were hand-sanded with 1 50- to 1 80'grit paper to remove any machine marks. To attach the puzzle pieces to the bellows, I glued a piece of 'Is- in. lauan plywood on the inside of the opening, then glued the shapes onto the lauan. Regardless of whether you make your bellows fancy or plain, you'll find that this shopmade fireplace bellows will provide a healthy amount of air, giving new life to dying embers.
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Glenn Elvig is a sculptor and makes fireplace bellows at his studio in Minneapolis, Minn. The specific designs shown in this article have been copyrighted by the author.
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Eye Safety How to treat and prevent trye injuries



by Dr. Paul F. Yinger



S



ome woodworkers don't wear eye protection. I do. As an ophthalmologist, I 've seen woodworkers who've been blinded, lost an eye or suffered for days after having even just a tiny wood sliver removed from an eye. Eyes are among the most vulnerable parts of the body: They are easily punctured, lac erated, perforated or chemically burned. They should be protected at all times in the shop. The eyelid offers protection from dust, but it is no match for the hazards woodworkers encounter every day. A chip, for example, can fly from a l O - in. tablesaw at 1 03 MPH. That's ft. in of a second. If the object hits your arm, it might sting or even cut it. TIle same chip could puncnlre your eye. When I treat injured woodworkers, I often think the safety glasses, goggles and face shield hanging in my shop might just be among the best woodworking tools I own. These three kinds of eye protection will prevent almost any eye injury a woodworker is l i kely to encounter. Sometimes you only need to wear safety glasses; other times, especially if you've already suffered a serious eye injury, you need to wear two forms of eye protection.
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Protection options -Each woodworker must decide what form of protection to wear, but here are some guidelines to follow. If you're using high-horsepower machinery, especially machines that rotate blades at high speeds and are capable of hurling large objects, it's wise to wear maximum eye protection. Machines that deliver less energy at slower speeds may call for less eye protec tion. For example, you might wear safety glasses or goggles plus a face shield when using a tablesaw, shaper or other tool where there is a danger of a large piece of wood being kicked back and damaging both the eyes and other parts of the face. I always rec ommend both safety glasses and a face shield for lathe work. I nci dentally, protective eyeglasses or goggles should always be worn under face shields, because woodworkers frequently raise the shield to examine a workpiece or to provide ventilation, thus temporarily exposing their eyes to a potential injury. Safety glasses with side shields may be adequate when using drill presses; slow speed, electric hand tools; or hammers and screwdrivers. Side shields should be worn with safety glasses, because the effectiveness of the safety glasses is reduced by 2 5% if the shields are removed. Goggles should be worn over street-wear ( non-safety ) glasses when there is a risk of many fine flying particles, and for use with chemicals and for welding that doesn't require a full face shield. If you have any doubts, wear more eye protection than less. Hand tools hurt eyes more often than power tools, so don't neglect safety glasses for even simple jobs. The Consumer Prod uct Safety Commission has reported that 6,7 1 9 people suffered eye injuries in 1 986 while working with hand tools at home. Most of those injuries came from hammers and screwdrivers. For
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example, one of my patients, a young carpenter, once hit a ten penny nail with a glancing blow. The nail rocketed from the wood into his left eye, destroying the eye's lens. The contact lens I gave him to replace his natural lens restored the vision in his eye, but he can no longer focus on close objects without bifocals. Safety glasses are the first line of defense against eye injuries. If you're a woodworking hobbyist, reaching for your safety glasses should be the first thing you do in any woodworking project. If you're a woodworking professional, think of yourself as a person who wears glasses most of the time. Put on your safety glasses before you enter the shop, and don't take them off until you leave at the end of the day. If you wear vision-correcting glasses al ready, don't be fooled into thinking regular prescription glasses offer protection : They're not designed to withstand heavy im pacts. Get a pair of prescription safety glasses with side shields from a quality eye-care professional. There's no excuse not to, given the wide variety of protective equipment available today. Even deSigner-style safety glasses have been available for some time now ( see the sidebar on p. 72 ) . Years ago, safety glasses were made of just that-glass. Today, virtually all nonprescription safety lenses are made of super tough polycarbonate, and prescription safety glasses come with polycarbonate, glass or CR- 39 plastic lenses. Tests show that a polycarbonate lens is at least five times stronger than a glass lens and more than twice as strong as a CR- 39 plastic lens. Sometimes even safety glasses or goggles are not enough to stop the power of a flying object. A face shield needs to be added. You may be thinking: "No one wears safety glasses and a face shield at the same time." But, this double protection is often ad visable. I once treated a man who worked at the same shop for 30 years. He lost both eyes and severely fractured several bones in his face when a planer shot an oak board at him. The pliable sides of a good pair of safety goggles would have dissipated some of the power in that flying piece of lumber, but much of its dam aging force would have been tranferred to the bones surrounding the eye. Even so, the lenses of the safety glasses or goggles would probably have prevented cuts and punctures to the eyeball. I have no doubt that wearing both safety glasses and a face shield would have lessened this man's injuries enough that his Sight could have been saved and his disfigurement reduced or eliminated. Remember, eye injuries are not predictable; they happen in an instant. Many woodworkers who ordinarily wear eye and face protection have paid dearly when the unexpected happened after the protective device was removed while doing "a little touch-up."
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and irri tants -Acids and alkalies such as those used in bleaches, stains and dyes can cause permanent, blinding eye



Chemi
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Injuries. In sufficient strength, these chemicals can rapidly eat through the cornea and into the iris and lens ( see the drawing on the facing page ), damaging the eye beyond repair. It may surprise you that solvents like lacquer thinner, acetone and turpentine normally only cause topical damage to the eye and rarely cause sight- threatening injuries if they can be completely and quickly flushed from the eyes. Even so, many chemicals that woodwork ers use can cause extreme pain if they get in the eye. Whenever you work with chemicals, wear goggles. The goggles should have hooded vents that allow ventilation but prevent liquids from get ting into the eyes. If any chemical gets into an eye, treat it as a medical emergency ( see the sidebar on the facing page ). Thermal burns to the lids and eye from exposure to excess heat are rare among woodworkers. However, if you're going to be exposed to high-heat operations, heat-absorbing or reflecting protective eye wear is available. I've seen more than one woodworking patient who's had bad experiences working with cyanoacrylate ( i nstantly adhering) glue. They either walk into my office with an eyelid glued shut or a finger stuck fast to an upper or lower eyelid. Repair involves minor surgery. Goggles or safety glasses would probably have prevented the problem. Contact lenses and woodworking don't mix, especially if you're working with acids or alkalies. If a chemical splashes in an eye, it gets trapped underneath the contact lens. It's hard enough to get a woodworker's eyelid open when acid or alkali is in the eye, and the time needed to pluck out the contact lens just gives these chemicals more time to do their damage. Sawdust and other par-



ticles also constantly get under contact lenses, causing pain and scratches to the eye's cornea. I suspect that every woodworker has had to remove sawdust from an eye from time to time. I've had to do it myself. Most woodworkers know that flushing the eye with water will remove most particles, and many know the old trick of pulling an upper eyelid over a lower one to remove a spec of sawdust. What many woodworkers fail to do, however, is brush away the additional sawdust that has accu mulated on the eyelashes, and they end up with more sawdust in their eyes than they started with. Even if you do a fine job of removing a foreign particle from an eye, the particle may scratch the cornea, and the scratch will make you think the particle is still in the eye. If that feeling per sists, seek medical attention, because the particle may in fact still be there, but invisible. This is often a problem with pine sawdust. When pine sawdust is saturated with water, or tears, it becomes transparent. Ophthalmologists use a special dye that makes invisible particles instantly visible, and therefore, much easier to remove. There's nothing like the natural beauty of wood, especially when viewed up close with the naked eye. But the time for doing such viewing is only after a project has been completed and is out of the shop. Then you can take your safety glasses off, lean over and take a good, close look. At all other times, some form of protection should rest firmly between the work you are doing and that most sensitive part of the human anatomy-your eyes. 0 Dr. Paul
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Vinger is a WOOdworker and ophthalmologist. He



lilIes in Lexington, Mass.



Buying rye protection A good pair of nonprescription safety



glasses only costs about $ 5 , goggles cost about $4 and face shields cost less than $ 1 5 . Paying for eye protection is not a problem, but knowing how and where to buy it might be. First, any safety eye wear you buy should have a "Z87.1" logo on it. This logo tells you the eye wear meets a minimum standard for safety set forth by the American National Standards In stitute. On safety glasses, look for the Z87.1 10go on the inside of the temples a n d fra .m e s . On g o g g l e s a n d fa c e shields, look for i t near the perimeter of the lens or on the lens holder. You can buy nonprescription safety glasses, goggles and face shields from hardware stores and building supply outlets, but their selection may be limited. Many cities have safety supply outlets that stock a full line of eye safe ty wear. For one in your area, check the Yellow Pages under safety equip ment. Another way to buy eye safety equ i p m e n t i s through m a i l - o r d e r houses such as those listed at the end of this article. If you wear prescription glasses, buy
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by John Decker prescription safety glasses from an eye care professional. When I visited my doctor, he showed me several pairs of designer-style safety frames, all of which were nearly indistinguishable from regular eyeglasses, save the slightly heavier bridge piece around the nose and the Z87.1 logo stamped clearly on the frame and temples. I found a pair of frames to my l g that cost $ 56. All of the frames came with permanent or clip-on side shields. Be cause I planned on making the safety glasses my full-time eye wear, I chose clip-on shields. Regular safety lenses for my glasses cost $24 each. I assumed my lenses would be made of polycarbonate plas tic, but the doctor told me they were regular plastic. "Polycarbonate lenses are for people who play racquetball and other high-impact sports," he said. After explaining to him about table saws, lathes and shapers, he readily agreed that polycarbonate l e n s e s would b e better. Polycarbonate lenses added $ 20 to the original $ 24 price. Because the frames and lenses both had to be ordered from the factory, it



ikin



took about four weeks to get my new glasses. The bill came to $ 1 30.40, extra side shields included. Quite reason able, I think, for a pair of glasses I'll wear in the shop and on the street. 0



John Decker is a n amate u r wood worker in Katonah, N. Y.



Sources of supp/y __



Companies making safe�v �ve wear:



American Optical Corp., 1 4 M echanic St., Southbridge, M A 0 1 5 50; ( 6 1 7 ) 76 5-97 1 1 . Bilsom International, 1 09 Carpenter Drive, Sterling, VA 22 1 70; ( 70 3 ) 834 - 1 0 70. Titmus Optical, 1 0 1 5 Commerce St., Peters burg, VA 23803; ( 804 ) 732- 6 1 2 1 . Wi llson Safety Products, P.O. Box 622, Read ing, PA 1 9603; ( 2 1 5 ) 376-6 1 6 1 .



Mail-order suppliers ofsafe�)' �ve wear:



D i rect Safety Company, 78 1 5 S. 46th St., Phoenix, AZ 85044; ( 60 2 ) 968- 7009



& NY



Industrial Safety Security, 1 390 Neubrecht Road, Lima, OH 4 580 1 ; ( 4 1 9 ) 2 27-6030. Kenco Safety Products, 70 Rock City Road, Woodstock, 1 2498; ( 9 1 4 ) 679- 5246. Lab Safety Supply. 3 4 30 Palmer Drive, Janes  vil le, WI 5 3 546; ( 608 ) 7 5 4 - 2 3 4 5 .



Emergency Erye care Sight might be the most treasured of



Optic nerve



Cross section of the eye



the five senses. Couple that with how horribly sensitive eyes are to pain, and it's a small wonder that dealing with a serious eye injury can strike a sense of



Lens



fear, shock and even revulsion among many. Regardless, a cool head must prevail in any emergency. I'm going to give you the basics for dealing with eye injuries. We'll consid er the minor ones fi rst, then some m o r e serious cases. B u t b e fore we start, remember this most important rule: If you have doubts as to the extent of any eye injury, treat it as a serious one. Seek medical help immediately. And, don't ever hesitate to call an am bulance if the injury goes beyond the scope of your ability to handle it.



Particles:



I f the particle is fl oating



freely on the surface, flush the eye with water. Never remove imbedded or protruding objects from an eye, no matter how small the object may be. Instead, cover the eye with a sterile dressing and seek m edical attention as



Aqueous humor



soon as possible.



Blows:



If an eye receives a heavy blow,



apply ice and cold compresses to re



Vitreous humor Retina



lieve swelling and pain. If there is pain inside the eyeball or a change in vi



eye socket with . some type of shield,



kalies. If you can, bring the container



sion, seek medical help immediately.



such as a piece of cardboard, so no ad



of the chemical that splashed into the



This is an injury where it's best to err



ditional pressure will reach the eyeball.



eye to the hospital or doctor's office. If



on the side of caution and see a doctor.



Don't hesitate to call an ambulance.



that's not possible, be sure to tell the



Keep the injured person as still and as



doctor what kind of chemical it was.



Perforations:



The laceration or perfo



ration of an eyeball or eyelid, or signs



calm as possible, and don't



try



to re



move any object imbedded in the eye.



of blood between the cornea and iris



Other problems:



Blurred vision that



doesn't clear with blinking, or a loss or



(see the drawing), indicates the need



Chemicals:



Most chemicals u s e d i n



narrowing of the visual field in one eye



for emergency medical treatment.



woodworking will cause extreme pain



are danger signs. Double vision, sharp, stabbing pain or deep, throbbing pain



If you suspect that an eyeball has



if they contact the eye. Acids and alka



been punctured or lacerated, place no



lies cause the most damage to an eye,



are also s i g n s that m e d i c a l h e l p i s



pressure on the eye. The instinctive



but



a ny chemical in the eye should be



needed. One eye that protrudes farther than the other, or even an eye with a



reaction for anyone with this kind of



treated as an emergency. Flush the eye



injury is to rub or press the eye. You



with water for at least 10 minutes as



pupil diameter that doesn't match the



must stop them, or if the injury has



soon as possible- even before profes



other, are indications of serious injury.



happened to you, you must stop your



sional medical attention is sought. The



Eye pain that lasts more than a day or



self from applying pressure.



instinctive reaction of anyone with a



two should also be considered serious and referred to professionals.



The eye is filled with a clear substance



chemical in an eye is to tightly shut the



called the vitreous humor. It looks like



eyelid. You've got to force that eyelid



There are ways you can help both



raw egg whites. Pressing a punctured



open by hand and flush the eye as



the attending physician and the person



eye



can



force vitreous humor through



q u i c k l y as p o s s i b l e . If a c h e m ical



suffering with an injured eye. First,



the wound, an action that may also



splashes in you r eye, hold your eyelid



never apply ointment to an eye, because



cause sections of the retina to detach



open and flush the eye immediately. It



it will obscure the doctor's view of the



and exit through the wound. The body



will hurt, but you've got to do it.



retina. Also, don't repeatedly apply



can



regenerate vitreous humor, but los



Keep in mind that this is an emer



ing part or all of the retina results in per



gency, so you don't have to be picky



manent partial or total blindness.



about the water you use. Soft dr



If p o s s i b l e , apply a l i ght, s t e r i l e dressing t o the wound, and cover the
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Catalpa, often planted as a yard ornamental, boasts large clusters of white flowers inJune and develops long cigar-like seedpods that make it instantly recognizable in winter. The



Catalpa



lumber, below, is similar in appearance to chestnu t or brown ash, but is more stable and easier to work. Catalpa's softness, however, makes it prone to dents and wear.
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Not just a shade tree) but timber



by Jon Arno



A



sk any 10 woodworkers you know, even those who pride themselves on their experience with rare woods, what they think about catalpa. Probably all 1 0 will be able to describe the tree with its unusual, cigar· shape seedpods, beautiful white flowers and heart· shape leaves. You might even get a story or two about how they once tried to smoke a seedpod or how much fun it was to climb the catalpa tree in the backyard when they were kids. When you get down to business though, most of them will probably confess they are unaware catalpa is used for lumber. Fence posts maybe, but lumber no. If any of them have used catalpa wood, there is a good chance they liked it so much they have been reluctant to spread the word. Catalpa, given the supply situation, is a secret they would
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just as soon see kept. Why ? Because catalpa is a very fine cabinet· wood, and at least at the present, it isn't that expensive. It is, however, hard to find. Depending on your luck, you might be able to get kiln-dried, S2S catalpa in a common grade for as little as 5 1 per bd. ft. at a local lumber supplier. A few of the well-stocked mail-order houses carry it, listed for as much as 54.75 per bd. ft. But the more typical place for a woodworker to find some catalpa is at the local sawmill, where it comes in a log or two at a time and is quickly bought by the first few woodworkers who see it. The only other way to come by the wood is to cut down the tree and air-dry it yourself. With very little care, it will end up as good as any you could buy. There are two species of catalpa native to the United States. Either tree might be called catawba locally or be known as cigar-



tree or Indian-bean, because of the shape of the seedpods. South ern catalpa, Catalpa bignonioides, is found in Gulf Coast states from the Florida panhandle west to Louisiana. Used locally for fence posts and occasionally for lumber, this small tree is not commonly found outside its native range. The other catalpa, Catalpa speciosa, or northern catalpa, is a much larger tree capable of heights in excess of 1 00 ft. and diam eters well over 5 ft., although mature specimens that are 70 ft. to 80 ft. tall and 3 ft. to 4 ft. in diameter are more typical. For more than a century now, northern catalpa has been a widely planted ornamental, especially in the Midwest. It is a fast grower and very hardy, provided it gets adequate moisture. It is also very cold tol erant. I have seen catalpa growing as far north as M inneapolis, where winter temperatures of 3(f'-below are more frequent than most of the residents care to think about. Well, if catalpa is so hardy and so often planted, why isn't its wood more plentiful ? First, plantings tend to be a tree here and a tree there, or at best, in a windrow or woodlot of a few dozen trees. Trees grown in the open like this branch out quickly in stead of reaching up, and as a result, they produce little quality timber. Also, no sawmill gets a lot of the logs at any one time. Catalpa is also scarce because the only region of the country where, even charitably speaking, the tree could be said to form pure stands is in its native range. In the case of northern catalpa, the native range is one of the smallest of any North American hardwood. Until man began to transplant it, northern catalpa was found only along a narrow band of bottomland near the conflu ence of the Ohio and M ississippi rivers from around Louisville, Ky., to Memphis, Tenn., with a few small pockets in the surround ing states. The fact that this narrow range was on the path of westward migration has helped the tree spread, but it is still not plentiful anywhere. What makes of this important to woodworkers is that catalpa is a wonderful cabinetwood, both visually and in the ease with which it can be worked. Its ring-porous structure makes for a very bold figure on the flatsawn surface, somewhat resembling oak and ash (see # 5 1 ). Because catalpa does not have prominent rays, its quartersawn wood is not as loud and unpre dictable to stain as the oaks, and it is much, much softer. Perhaps the one native haFdwood that most resembles catalpa is chestnut. Unfortunately, few woodworkers today have the chance to work with chestnut either. Catalpa, with an average specific gravity (SG) of only 0.38 (oven-dry weight/green volume), is even softer than chestnut, which averages 0.40SG. Virtually all of the oaks are in the tool-dulling range above 0.55SG. Although catalpa is darker in color and not quite as stringy as chestnut, it is on the splintery side and may fray a little when crosscut. This is an insignificant handicap when you consider how soft and easy it is to work and what beautiful results its open-texture, wavy figure provides. And like chestnut, catalpa has excellent weathering properties. All of these characteristics make it an ideal choice for many cabinetmaking and carving projects, especially outdoor sculpture. As similar as chestnut and catalpa are, the two are not closely related. Chestnut, like the oaks, is a member of the beech family, Fagaceae. Catalpa belongs to the trumpet creeper or bignonia family, Bignoniaceae, and is one of that family's few large repre sentatives in North America. Most of catalpa's close relatives in habit the tropics, and many of them are vines rather than trees. However, several tropical members of the family produce valuable timber, such as primavera, surinam and calabash. The beautiful white flower of catalpa is one clue that its genet ics diverge from those of chestnut. Another clue more meaningful
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to the woodworker is catalpa's strong scent, which unlike the tannin smell of chestnut, is impossible to put into words. Whether it is pleasant or not is a question I haven't resolved for myself yet, but once you've cut into a piece of catalpa, the musty-spicy odor won't soon be forgotten. Catalpa is not perfect. Its extreme softness and open grain make it a poor choice for any piece of furniture that will get heavy wear. In this respect, its working qualities remind me of butternut, and like butternut, it is a pleasure to shape and fit. A woodcarver will quickly note that catalpa is more uneven grained than butternut, which makes controlling cuts a little more difficult. But, the surface left behind is silky smooth to the touch. Catalpa sands better than butternut, too, but be sure to use a block or the soft, porous wood may be abraded away, leaving the harder wood in each annual ring raised. The finish is magnificent when first rubbed out. Once you have experienced the pleasure ' of catalpa, there is a tendency to use it for everything, but it is so easily dented it really should be reserved for display pieces that are often seen but seldom banged around. While not germane to woodworking, catalpa packs few BTUs and makes very poor firewood, which I mention mostly to discour age the practice of burning it. Because catalpa is an ornamental species that sooner or later outgrows its available space, mature trees are often cut down by homeowners who are indifferent to the wood's subtler properties. More than once I have rescued a carving blank or two from a neighbor's woodpile. If a catalpa tree in your neighborhood has outgrown its wel come, it could prove to be more than just "neighborly" to help take it down in exchange for some of the choicer pieces. You can hack out turning blanks and carving blocks with a chainsaw, and most of them will dry alright. As with any other wood, it is a good idea to coat the endgrain with glue or paraffin as soon as possible. As you do, you'll see another feature that makes catalpa a prime wood: The tree is almost dark he ood, with the lighter sapwood seldom more than two annual rings wide. If you cut the wood into boards, make sure the pile is well stickered, weighted down and protected from soaking rain. Because of catalpa's excellent weathering properties, degrade caused by staining is not much of a problem. Fresh-cut catalpa can be very wet, however, and may take longer than you expect to dry. Weigh a sample periodically. When the weight stabilizes out doors, the wood will be down to about 1 5% moisture content. Shrinkage in drying is low and relatively uniform. Catalpa, in fact, is one of the most stable hardwoods in North America. With an average radial shrinkage of 2 . 5% and a tangential shrinkage of 4.9%, drying tension and warping is minimal. In contrast, elm has a radial shrinkage of 4.2% and a tangential shrinkage of 7. 2%, and beech is even worse. By comparison, air-drying catalpa is a breeze. It is sometimes even possible dry whole log sections in one piece. The wood is weak enough that drying stresses can distribute themselves evenly throughout the wood instead of forming prominent checks. After air-drying, bring the wood indoors for a while in the win ter to reduce its moisture content further. In a month or so, you will be able to share one of woodworking's best- kept secrets firsthand. And by the way, I wouldn't be telling you all this if I didn't have several hundred board feet in inventory and a line on a few logs still on the stump. When I see what looks like an un wanted shade tree in somebody's yard, I can be a very neighborly � cl �
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Jon Arno is an amateur woodworker and wood technologist in Schaumburg,



Ill.
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Spice Boxes Hidden compartments for special seasonings by



Alex Krutsky



n Colonial times, the spices we take for granted today were rare commodities brought to America at great expense on sail ing vessels. The people affluent enough buy spices would commission local craftsmen to build exquisite little chests of drawers for storing their spices and other valuables. Some spice boxes were scaled- down versions of high chests; others, like the William-and- Mary chest below, were decorated with elaborate inlays. The spice box was most popular in Europe and the Colonies during the early part of the 1 700s, but it continued to be in fash ion in Pennsylvania well into the early 1 800s. Because of this regional popularity, most of the examples surviving today were probably built in the Chester County area, or as one collector put it, "within a 50-mile radius of the statue of William Penn atop the Philadelphia City Hall." A lthough I grew up in Pennsylvania, I didn't pay any attention to the local furniture forms until I en rolled at the North Bennet Street School in Boston, where students learn woodworking by building furniture in traditional 1 8th-cen tury English and American styles. This influence led me back
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home to the Chester County Historical Society in 1 986. Lee Ellen Griffith, an antique dealer and guest curator, had put together a show and catalog of 58 spice boxes encompassing the popular styles from William and Mary of the late 1 600s to Hepple white of the late 1 700s. I was already aware of the spice-box form and the l i ne- and-berry i nlay, but the variety of work in this show inspired me to further study. As in most traditional casework, the spice box shown here is dovetailed together, and the interior partitions are inserted into dadoes i n the case ends after the carcase has been glued up. A separate frame forms the base, and the ball feet are attached it with wedged tenons turned on top of the feet. The cornice and base moldings are glued and tacked to the cabinet top and base frame. The line- and-berry inlay patterns of these small chests were often very intricate. Secret drawers, one of the more intriguing aspects of Pennsyl vania spice boxes, reflect the value of the spices. Often the back of the case will slide down to reveal compartments hidden behind shallow interior drawers or behind the cornice molding, as in the box shown here. The sliding partition with a hidden drawer at tached to it was also used in some of the early pieces.
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Ge g started- It's a good idea begin with a full-scale drawing to determine dimensions and to lay out the joinery and the arrangement of the drawers. It takes about 25 sq. ft. of wood to build this box. I've designated square feet i nstead of board feet, because if you resaw thicker stock to get the smaller dimen sion parts, as opposed to planing them, you'll need much less than 25 bd. ft. I made mine with pieces of walnut left over from other projects. I resawed some old walnut table leaves into thin panels wide enough for the interior partitions and drawer parts, and I picked out some highly figured pieces for drawer fronts. No matter how you get your wood, you'll need about 7 sq. ft. of Il2-in.-thick walnut for the carcase, door and drawer fronts, and about 8 sq. ft. of IIi- in.- thick walnut for the partitions and drawer parts. For drawer bottoms and the case back, you'll need 8 sq. ft., % in. thick. I used aromatic cedar for these parts to add a pleasant surprise when the drawers are opened. The molding and base frame require about 2 sq. ft. of 1 - in.-thick stock, and the feet are turned from a 2x2x I 2- in. block. You'll also need a piece of rosewood about � x � x 1 2 in. for the drawer pulls and cupboard turn ( latch ) . This William-and-Mary spice box has more drawers than/irst meet the £rye: Two are concealed behind shallow convention al drawers, with one, the dual drawer, attached to a sliding partition. A third secret compartment located behind the cor nice molding can be accessed only moving the back panel.
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Fine Woodworking



Buil din g the carcase - Before beginning the construction of the carcase, I'd like to point out something I learned the hard way about the layout of the door. On my first box, I inset the door between the carcase ends, but the hinge barrels were in the
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Wood



EXOTIC DO C WOODS, neer, marine ply wood , Baltic birch, to 4 in. Nonhwest Lumber Co., 5035 la fayette Rd., Indianapolis, IN 46254. Phone (317) 293-l l00. THE TIGER, BIRD'S-EYE MAPLE SPE , heavy figure, large inventory. ChriS Pond, 123 East Lemon St., Lancaster, PA 17602. (717) 393-9687.



HOMES WOODS, 21ll Messick N. Bl ld, OH 44450. (216) 889-3770. KOn-dried uemur/cherrv/dlest nur/curly mapleloakipoplarl lnut.



SA DIRECT, defect-free cocobolo, lig num vitae, bocote, ziricote, primavera, grana dilla, p gwood, fustic, snakewood, and more. Largest selection of bowl blanks, squares, lumber, logs, cantS. RetaiVwhole sale. Quality at reasonable prices. Tropical Exotic Hardwoocls of Latin America, P.O. Box 1806, Carlsbad, 92008. (619) 434-3030.



CA THER WESTERN dwood 0 CA CURL ANDCA RJRNIlURE, FLOO MANUF TURER CHERR ALNUT EAST MA mahoganoak, ywoodSALE: (80)0 �"Masshardwood.(80�")0 REDWOOD LACE BURl., O SPECIES, squares, slabs, whole. Western lum ber, figured lumber, rare woocls, sample kitS. SASE, list. Eureka Har Supply, 3346 St., Eureka, 9550l. (707) 445-337l.



Y, BIRD'S-EYE QUIL TED MAPLE. 4/4 - 1214. Also mynle and cheny. Bill lar gent, San Luis Obispo, (805) 544-9663. GIFT, RING AC offers lumber to finished produa in Mexican hardwoocls. Contaa: George Shoe maker. Telephone: Oll-524-514-39-94.



COCOBOLO: DIRECT FROM SAWMILL. Finest quality and color. Lowest cost...any where. All sizes available. 30 other rare spe cies. Domeslidimponed. Free color catalog. Eisenbrand, Inc., Suite 1 , 4100 Spencer, Tor rance, 90503. (213) 542-3576.
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800-233-7297 (SAWS).



DML's Radi-AII®cuts the push and pull of overfeed. DML YA



DML, I nc . 1350 S. 15th Street Louisville, KY 40210-1861



Everyone has experienced the problem with ordinary radial arm saw blades. They begin to feed faster than they can cut, so you fight the machinery. Your finish gets ragged. Maybe your motor bogs down, and you risk damage to your saw. Radi-AII is a breakthrough in carbide tipped radial arm saw technology. Its specially engineered hook angle reduces
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